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ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

local Affairs

Liberty National Bank

Ntfw

Successor to the Burrlll National Bank

A

National

BY

MAIL.

Bank must carry on its business inside of
its own

doors.

Your personal presence is not necessary to transact any
J feature of the
B
banking business.
make deposits or draw out
mail,
by
can,
money, open new' accounts
You
or transfer your accounts from one bank to another, and obtain
advice and information about making investments.
Liberty Bonds belonging to all customers "ill be kept in our vault free
of cMrrfe and a receipt given for their safe keeping.
WE

THANK

ADVBRTISKMBNTK

YOU,

H c
M L

this virkk

Mrs. Clifford G. Royal and Mrs.
Margaret Kief have gone to Augusta
spend the holidays with relatives.
Miss Effle Morgan of Boston is !
spending the holidays with her par- i
ents, Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Morgan.
Christmas night at Athletic club
to

Augusta:

W;H Gannett— Helplanted
SCHEDULE OF MAILS
ELLSWORTH

fn

hall, the Ellsworth and Northeast
Harbor high school basket ball teams
will play.

P08T0PPICE.

efrct. Sept. 28,

7 <3

7.9

Harry E. Rowe and wife left Monday for Portland for a visit with Mrs.

MAILS RBCtCIVBP.

Week
From
From

Day*.

West—0.47 a m; 4.31. p
East—11.11 a m; 0.27 p

Rowe's parents.
Mr. Rowe will remain a week, while Mrs. Rowe
will
remain for a longer visit.
Miss Jeannie Sanborn, teacher of
the intermediate department at
the
Pine street school, has resigned. The
vacancy has been filled by the election of Miss Grace McKenney of Fort

m.
m.

MAILS CLOSE AT POSTOFPICK
Going West-10.40 am; 6pm.
Going East—6.15 a m: 4.00 p m.

Sundays.
Arrive from the
west 4.50 p m.

“Samoset” and “Worth”

CHOCOLATES

(Until Oct. 26 )

west

8.16

a

m.

■»■*»**» as SBCown- class mattbb
AT TBS BLL8WOBTH POSTOFP1CH.

1919.

Closes for

A Substantial Increase
Deposits Dec. 16, 1919
Deposits Dec. 16, 1918
Increase

factory

F. C. & W. H. Scott’s
Corner of /lain and State Streets

Fine assortment of Christmas Candies
Pipes, Tobacco

and Smoker’s Articles for Christmas

Merry Christmas
To all my customers and friends, I wish a
Christmas and Happy New Year.

H. C.
5q MAIN

Merry

JORDAN, Jeweler

STREET,

ELLSWORTH

IN ELLSWORTH
NEW AND COMPLETE: LINE OF

Silverware

varying Sets, Safety Razors

and

Shaving

Sets

Skates and Jackknives

Watches

Boys, Thermos
Carpet Sweepers

for the

Bottles

SILVY & LINNEHAN
Whiting

Block Annex, Ellsworth, Maine

Beginning To-morrow,

will be open every

evening

until Xmas.

M

FOR GIFTS
Flowers not

beauty

only delight the eye, but their
and fragrance brighten
the atmosphere.

'he Ellsworth Greenhouses
Telephone 43
Edward H. Baker
Graduate Optometrist and Registered Eye Specialist
HOME AGAIN.
Office Over Moore's Drag Store.
Come in and see my new toric onepiece lenses; two sights in one, without
cement.
This lens I found while away,
sells for S7 less a pair than the Kriptok, and looks the same.

-»•
p..

A.

*'»

THOMPSON

MAIN STREEX

lr®. Marine and Automobile Insurance

R«pre«entlng

^

LOOK NO FURTHER
for that Christmas Present
We have the

Star Electric Vibrator
For
every

one

manner.

HARTFORD,

CONN.

ffer-

Un ion Trust Company
os

Ell sworth.Maink

WHY BE A DRIFTER?
Like

flowing river, some people follow the lines of least resistance
and spend all their surplus cash for luxuries.
Drifting is easy bnt
accomplishment requires determination. Decide to save all you can..
Start an account with the Hancock
County Savings Bank.
a

Hancock
Ellsworth,

County Savings Bank
Maine

O.

W.

TAPLEY,

CO.

General Insurance and Real Estate
TAPLEY

BUILDING,

ELLSWORTH,

Telephones:

Best
to

all

our

MAINE

Office 14
Residence 144

Wishes

customers for Christmas

and the New V'ear.

$5.00

Corn

meal

4.00

4.00

3.50

Divorce Granted Mrs. E. 8. Clark.
The supreme court has granted a
decree of divorce to Mrs. Lena Clark
from her husband. Edward S. Clark
Mrs. Clark is given
of Bar Harbor.
the home in Bar Harbor and $12,000
Mr. and Mrs. Clark filed
in money.
cross suits, which were heard at the
October term in Ellsworth.

MARTI r\l

C. O.

L.

ADAMS.

BURRILL

SON

FIRE AND AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
representing

some

of

(he

htding ccnoiallies

If you

are

going

of this and

to be

foreign

countiie

a

GIVER OF GIFTS
this

Christmas,

someone
a

partial

be wise and select them before
gets what you intended to buy. Here is
list of what can be had here :

Toys, Games, Kodaks, Dolls, Books of all kinds, Christmas Cards
and Seals, Italian and Japanese Novelties, Tea Sets, Goldbanded Art Glass Tumblers, Goblets and Sherbets,
Genuine Pyrox Cooking Ware, Desk Fittings,
Diaries, Address Books, Chafing Dishes,
Cape Cod Fire Lighters,
Sweet Grass Baskets, ivory Toilet Goods, Hand Wrought Silver
Jewelry, and the celebrated “Fishon” Pins and Rings. The
largest line of Stationer/ Reputation Chocolates
in attractive gift boxes. The price also
attractive.

J. A. THOMPSON
MAIN’STREET

guaranteed

&

—Established 1867—

ELLSWORTH

Analogous.

Moore’s Pharmacy
Cor. Opposite the Postoflice

Eire end Marine Insurance Co.
<JF

j

1

Snow Shoes, Skis, Toboggans, Sleds,

Community

$203,.'>51 96

....

"to

j
|

Santa Claus Headquarters

60
64

To parties considering changing or
opening new accounts at the
beginning of the new year we would appreciate the opportunity of goover
the matter with them and telling them what we have
ing
<-

|

-at-

$2,003,284
1,799,732

....

The above comparison of deposits reflects the
prosperity which
this bank enjoys, back of that, the confidence that the
people of this
locality have in the financial standing and integrity of the institution.
With assets of $2,300,0011, we are in a
very strong position and
able to look after the large as well as the small account
in a s tis-

Fairfield.

George E. Moore has purchased
Registered mail should be at postoffice half ithe Fred Jordan
house on High
an hour before mail closes.
j street of Mrs. Charlotte Farrell, and
has moved there from t he
Parody
UFA ill EH IN ELLMVOK1H.
j house on Beal avenue,
Mrs. A. P. Wiswell and her
guest,
For Week
Ending at Midnight Tuesday, ; Mrs. Adah Emery, left this noon, Mrs.
for
her
Emery
home
in
Dec. 23. 1919.
Brunswick
j anil
Mrs. Wiswell for New York to
;
| From observations taken at t«ie power spend the winter with her brother
station of the Bar Harbor & Union Rive
Dr. R. H. Greene.
rower Co., in Ellsworth.
Precipitation
Mrs. Maria E. Merchant,
given in inches for the twenty-four hours
formerly
1
j of
ending at midnicht.i
Hancock, died Monday night at
the
home of her son in Summit, N. J.
Weather
PrecipTemperature
conditions
itation Mrs. Merchant was a native of Laj moine, and was in
the ninety-first
4am 12 ui
forenoon after
year of
her age.
Wed
She was
-2
the
I mother of Mrs. H. L. D. Woodruff of
Thurs —2
Ellsworth, and Mrs. Leonard Jordan
Fri
-2
of Ellsworth Falls.
Sat
She also leaves
5fair
two sons in Brooklyn, N. Y.. and a
1Mrs. George Gould of Ellssister,
Mon
10cloudy
cloudy
w'orth.
Mrs. Jordan was with her at
fair
the end, and Mrs. Woodruff left for
Summit yesterday.
Burial will be at
Mrs. Abbie Butler of Westford, I Summit.
Mass., is spending Christmas witn
The tug E. P. Dickson has hauled
her aunt, Mrs. Maria Durgain.
up for the winter at
the Ellsworth
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Lynch are Foundry & Machine Works, where
home from Bar Harbor for the win- she will have her gasoline engine
taken out and a new Fairbanks &
ter.
The literature club.will meet with Morse crude oil engine of sixty-horse
She will also underMrs. H. L. Crabtree next Monday power put in.
go other repairs to put her in firstevening..
class shape for the busy season anThere will be a jazz dance by the
ticipated next year. This boat was
Ja-Mo-Ka singing orchestra at Han- bought
by Whitcomb, Haynes &
cock hall next Monday evening.
had a busy season, and proved satisH. R. Holmes left Monday for Whitney last spring to take the
place
Braintree, Vt., where he has employ- of the Little Round Top. She has
ment.
Mrs. Holmes left at the same factory.
Capt. Murch.in command
time for New York, to spend the is a hustler.
winter with her daughter, Mrs. P. S.
Ellsworth friends were saddened
Thorsen.
! to learn of the death on
Friday of
Officers of Bayside grange will be Mrs. Margaret Miller, at her home in
publicly installed by Rev. R. B. | Allentown, Pa. Mrs. Miller was the
Mathew's Wednesday evening, Jan. 7, sister of Mrs. E. H. Baker of Ellsat S o’clock.
There will be a har- worth and Mrs. W. F. Aiken of
vest supper.
Visitors are requested j Cherryfleld.
She spent the greater
to contribute.
part of the summer of 1918 in EllsThe woman's club will meet next worth, making friends of all who
Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. E. J. | met her. She was twenty-four years
Collins.
Miss Florence Hale of the of age, and was married only six
She leaves, besides her
State department of education, will months ago.
address the club on “What Women husband, father and the sisters mensix
tioned,
brothers.
of
Maine
Mrs. Baker
Should
Know
About
; was with her at the end. The family
Schools.”
has
the
of
sympathy
Ellsworth
Wm. H. H. Rice post, G. A. R., at
triends.
its annual meting, elected officers as
The Ellsworth Athletic club basfollows: William Small, commander; j
John B. Dean, S. V. C.; J. L. Cook, ; ket-ball team went to Southwest
Harbor
last Wednesday evening, for
J. V. C.; W. A. Richardson, surgeon;
its first game with an out-of-town
A. W. Curtis, chaplain;
William
Small, Q. M.; J. A. McGown, patriotic i team, the Southwest Harbor A. A
The
instructor; R. G. Taylor. O. of D.; final game was fast and close, the
score being 27 to 26 in favor of
James Farrell, O. of G.; C. E. Fogg, I
| Southwest Harbor. It was a good
Q. M. S.
for the Ellsworth team in
showing
Officers of Wivurna encampment, its first
game with a more experiI. O. O. F., were elected Monday enced
team.
A return game was
Neil A. Ray- scheduled to
evening as follows:
be played on the AthI
mond, C. P.; Arthur Studer, H. P.;
letic’s floor in Ellsworth
Elbridge Milliken, S. W.; Mark L. ; evening, but the Southwest Friday
Harbor
Milliken, jr„ J. W.; Frank S. Call, team cancelled the
date.
The date
scribe; Horace F. Wescott, treasurer. j was filled in by the
school
high
teams
The annual meeting will be held of the same
towns, the visitors winMonday evening, Dec. 29, at 7.30. A ning by a score of 25 to 11. A
full attendance is desired.
dance followed the game.
Monday
There was a peculiar railroad ac- the high school team played a return
cident between Ellsworth and Wash- game at Southwest Harbor, the score
ington Junction, near the Weaver being 4 9-15 against them.
crossing, at 1 o'clock yesterday morn-oing. Two coal cars in the middle of
COMING EVENTS.
a freight
buckled up, the rear car
Wednesday evening, Dec. 31, at
riding up on the one ahead of it. !
Hancock hal—Play and dance under
Coal was scattesed about as if it
of Whitmore post, American
didn’t cost anything, but the road- j auspices
Legion.
bed was not damaged, and the wreck- j
ing train had no work to do, though j
Living Costs in Ellsworth.
The two obstreper- :
it came down.
The
Independent Reporter
of
ous cars were, backed to Washington
Junction, one riding upon the other. Skowhegan has compiled a table
There was no delay to trains, except i showing some of the costs of living
in that town as compared with a few
to the freight.
other towns of Maine, including EllsFurther improvements are being worth.
The figures are interesting:
made in the shoe factory building at
Church and School streets, and the ;
■ s
building will be in better shape than
it ever was when this work is completed. The basement is being exca*
>
s
o
vated to an even depth under the eno
fl3
M
V? »
Q
H
U
tire building, and a concrete floor
U1
Concrete walls will also Doctor’s call, $ 2
$ 1.50 : [ 2.00 : ; 2.50
will be laid.
4.
4.00
5.00
6.00
replace the posts under the School Painters
the
5.00
of
4.
4.75
6.00
sides
building.
west
and
street
Carpenters,
4.
5.50
6.00
6.00
The drain that crosses under the Masons.
3.00
4.00
3.
3.25
building will be walled and covered Com. labor,
13.00
12.00
13.
12.00
The work will give a Stove wood,
with concrete.
of
about
15.
13.00
12.60
12.00
Coal,
fine basement, with height
.65
.65
70
Butter,
nine feet.
.60
.90
Eggs,
.12
.12
.15
Milk,

No. 51.

1

'■Shbertiaemcnts.

Wellington Haslam has purchased
of Mrs. Linnie Brown the house at
the corner of State and Fifth streets.

Jordan—Christmas greeting
Adams—Christmas greeting

AT

24

Wendell Osgood left
Monday for 1
Boston for the winter.
Miss Elizabeth Macomber, who is
teaching in Skowliegan, is in Ellsworth for the holidays.

Cow for sale
Sheriff’s sale
Liberty National hank
lost
f oxEof handkerchiefs
Baker— Optometrist
qii
hilvy <& Linuebun—Haidware
Tax sale—Town of
Buckaport

OF ELLSWORTH

BANKING

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, DECEMBER

ELLSWORTH

MAINE

Spending a dollar before it is earned is like eating today the egg that is
to be laid tomorrow.—Boston Transcript.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

SlrotThBrmnUa

HEARTBURN
or

heaviness

after meals

most annoying

erf

are

manifestations

acid-dyspepsia.

Ki-hoidS

pleasant to take, neutralize
acidity and help restore
normal digestion.
MADE BY SCOTT & BOWNE
MAKERS OF SCOTT'S EMULSION
--

Brook) in.
Hon. A. E. Farnsworth and wife
hare returned from a two weeks'
trip to Boston and New York.
Mrs.
has
Kane, who
Eugene
been visiting her brother in Roxbury. Mass., is home.
Roland Carter and wife have gone
to Lynn. Mass., to spend the’winter.
Mr. Carter has employment there.

Stephen McFarland went to BanTuesday to enter the hospital for

gor

He was accommedical treatment.
panied by Clarence Stanley and T.
C. Stanley.
Lookout chapter has elected offiMrs. Clara T.Cole.
cers as follows::
W. M.: Stephen D. Cousins. W. P.;
Mrs. Alice Stewart, associate matron; Miss Musa B. Dollard. secretary; Mrs. Ida Cousins, treasurer;
Miss
Ada
Herrick.,
conductress;
Mrs. Florence Lambert,
associate
Mrs. Myrtle. Powers
conductress:
Miss Annie Dollard, E. H. Bridges,
The installation
finance committee.
will
be held
evening
Friday
Dec. 26.
who
has
been
Austin Herrick,
quite ill. is out again.
Schools closed
Friday for the
vacation.
Christmas
High school
will have but one week vacation.
Elmer Leach has gone to Addison,
from which place he will go to Portland. where he has employment
Dec.

14.

"Une

Femme.”

Lamoino.

Again the pall of death has been
thrown over this community.
On
November 29. our neighbor and esteemed friend, Mrs. Hattie E. Gilpatdied at the age of sixtv-stx
She was a native of the town
years.
of Hancock, and widow of Luther
She had lived alone
Gilpatrick.
most of the time since the death of
her husband, but failing health com'■ pelled her to have care, and her sister. Mrs. Mary Lange, came from
another state and did all a loving sister could do to comfort her last days.
Mrs. Gilpatrick was a good woman.
She realized that to live, in the truest
! sense, was to serve.
For several
years she was a faithful superintendent of the Sunday school and president of the Christian Endeavor society. She was a member of Lamoine
grange, and was connected with the
The funeral was
Baptist church.
held at the home, conducted by Rev.
A beautiful poem was
W. H. Rice.
read by Rev. S. W. Sutton.
Dec. 15.
R.
rick,

Always Ready!
Just heat
and

SUCH

—

and

serve

beans:

Simply

de-

li cions.
Isn’t it true that yon have
often said if you could buy
beans as good as you can bake
you would do so?
Well!—Here’s “your dream
come true!’
No more all dayoverahotoven. No more “sometimes good”
again “only fair.” SUPERBA
Beans are always cooked the

;

way—always uniform.
The distinctive, the service store
in your neighborhood sells SUPERBA Beans, Catsup, Vegetables, Fruits, Berries, Teas,
same

and Coffee- ALL SUPERB.
Patronize him. Buy by the Case.
It's economical!
SUPERBA on the Label.
SUPERB for your Table.

Milliken-Tomlinson Co.,
Portland, Maine
619

SAVE MEAT

—

With every roast of
meat, poultry and game,
and every baned
fish, serve a liberal amount of
STUFFING or
DRESSING flavored with Bell’s
Seasoning. Increase the
ure and decrease
the cost. Hotel
chefs recommend it.
If

SAVE MONEY

-o-

The two-masted schooner Mildred
May went ashore on Long Island,
near Deep cove, in a recent gale. She
was
not badly damaged, but will
need some repairs.

Roy Allen, who has a canning factory at North Sedgwick, was here recently, looking for apples.
Dec. 15.
“Crumbs.”

sam-

-o-

ple package.

Ask Grocers For BELL'S SEASONING

Its

Motto:

'*

4UHT

MADUR"

When

“Helpful and Hopeful

The purposes of this column are sucelnc y
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mut-al
oeuetit, and alma to oe helpful and ho)>eful
‘tclrg for the common good. It Is for the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the In•erchange of Ideas. It. this capacity It solicits

communications, and

Us success

the success
faiure of
any day deor

upon whether
the bowels functionate

Subscribe for the
Ellsworth American

Well, here ’tis Saturday morning,
and ’tis soft and mushy out of doors,
butthis is a morning that the work
goes with vim and vigor.
Isn’t there
lots of difference in days?
Some days
we
lag all day. and not much gets
clone.
I do not like the slow days.
No, also I do not like such changeful
weather; in fact, we have so many
kinds of w'eather that a body gets befuddled
(I wonder if befuddled is a
:
new word), and doesn’t know what to
do.
Here we are with smooth-shod
horses, so can’t go to our all-day ses! sion of the grange, and we so wanted
to see all the grange friends.
Never
! mind; I’ve got a collar started, and
I’m going with and after the mail, and
! rilcall at Herbert's and see his house-

not

EMULSION

This choice is instinctive
and
is linked up with the W
that Scott’s is
assimilate^
when other forms of fat
are

|
J

a

disturbing element. Give
your boy and girl plenty 0f

j

energizing and warmthimparting Scott’s Emulsion
The digestion of food j
i it will build them up!
1
entails the production j keeper, and
ood-livtr oil owd t
will have
good chat,
JJeNoyeCM
Emulnon is super-refmed
the beans will bake while I’m gone.
in
American Laboratories
of poisons that must j andThis
isn’t much of aletter.
purity and quality is unsurpassed.
Perhaps
I
will
do
better
later.
I
wish you all
bcotKkiiowne.iiloomficld^j.
be eliminated regularly i very hapy Christmas. Yours
“Aunt
Maria.”
and thoroughly.
j

to God the world around,
For Christ is born—good-will abound!”
Shining o’er th^* horizon far
They see a brilliant, moving star
Guiding the wise men. with rare gems.
And gifts of gold and diadems.
The shepherds, all their fears at rest,
Join with the wise men in their

Glory

we

■

!

a

In

_»cott *
own

our

Its

a

ever,

Aunt Maria has at last responded
to the frequent calls to her to appear
in the Column, and with her cheery
Sold everywhere. In boxes, 10c., 25c.
letter and the good ones from N. L.
1 H. and
"Vashti," you will all admit
1 am giving you a good Christmas
friend of mine, and I feel that I am | treat.
To each and every member and
good authority.
reader of our Column there goes
I am hoping to ait in "the chair"
j
wishes from Aunt Madge
some time.perhaps at the next
reunion, j hearty good
for an enjoyable Christmas.
who
knows?
"Betsy
writes
Prig"
Largest Sale of Any
Medicine in the World

They find the mother, sweet and mild.
And on her breast, the little Child.
Not in a stately palace hall.
But in a stable, in the stall;
Warmed by the breath of oxen kind.
The Son of God the seekers find.
For every stricken heart we pray.
May there be love and joy to-day!
All pain and strife and sorrow cease,
Good-will to
men—good will and

GIVE
A DOZEN GIFTS
For the Price of One.
You can send more than 1600
pages full of the most informative
and
interesting
reading—dashing
novels
of
adventure—fascinating tales
oft love and romance and authorative comments o
signiflrant topics of our times
FOR ONLY $4.00

often,
but
she has such
-oscores
of j
friends that I haven't had a letter
yet. i
West Brook!in.
although I have the promise of one. I
Mrs. Mabel Bridges has closed her
was down to a meeting the
day she left,
school at No. 7, for her vacation.
and near her old home, and
everyone j
Mrs.
spoke of her with tears because "Floss''
Irene
Prescott, who has
had left them and they should miss her been teaching here, has closed her
so much.
schoi and returned to her home in
I have been reading “Old Rose and
Sedgwick.
Silver." and "Cyntha's Chauffeur.” both
Miss

peace!

j
|

CHRISTMAS.
(By Norman Gale.)

FATHER

Perchance you cannot see his face
That beams with such a jolly grace;
Perchance you miss the bursting pack
Of joy and frolic on his back.
But none the less, amid the throng.
Old Father Noel walks along;
To hearts and houses drawing near
With love, the best of Christmas

YOU

Gayneil Bridges, who has
good books, but not helpful, like "The been
at
teaching
is
Naskeag,
King's Daughter" or others of the 1 home.
"Pansy books, which give us an up- i
Howard Closson is employed at
lift.
Sedgwick by R. M. Buckminster.
Once more. Merry Christmas to
all.
Dec. 15.
from
B.
N. L.
H.

•

*

]I

•

Gouldsboro.
“I wish it was so !
I could send every M. B. a card, but i
Mrs. Annie Hodgkins of North Sulinstead will wish you all a Merry ; livan is keeping house for C. L.
Christmas and a Happy New Year.” Ii Tracy.

Pansy writes:

by N. I* H.

Dear Aunt Madge and Sisters:
I am glad •‘Narcissus” told us

Penobscot. Dec. 15, 1919.
Madge and M. B.’s:

Miss Ruby Kidder, who has been
employed at John D. Tracy’s, has resome-

thing about the books she has been
reading. I hardly seehow people who
do not enjoy reading can spend the
long evenings of winter, especially if
they cannot work. I am alone nearly
every day. and when I get real lonesome. a good story and knitting work
are company enough.
I have just finished reading "The Way of an Eagle."

Merry Christmas to you all, and may
number.
you have presents without
After having read all the good letters
we have been having lately. I hardly
feel like writing, but if I add my mite
it may be helpful to our dear, patient
Aunt Madge. I am saving “Narcissus’

(turned
Mrs.

,

George Shaw died at her
home at Gouldsboro Point Saturday.
I Dec. 13. Mr. Shaw and son Nathan
have the sympathy of friends.
j
Mrs**Albert Foss is in Winter Harbor.
j!
Mrs. George Stanley, who has been
teaching at Chicken Mill, is with her
; parents in Milbridge.

j

I wonder how many sisters have read
it?
;
You say you spent your Thanksgiving with B. E. S.. and I do not need to
be told that you enjoyed it.
One of
the first places I remember as
visiting
at when a little girl was her home, and
all through my life I have spent
many
happy days with her and her daughters.
1 do not see her very often now.
but often think of the good times 1 en- !
joyed with the girls.
Have any sisters tried white Karo
syrup for sweetening cofTe when the
sugarbowl is empty? I like it much
better than brown sugar.
I have several quarts of crabapple juice canned
until I can get sugar enough to make

letter for Louise to read, so that she
find new ways in her cooking as
•
suggested therein.
We are all wondering where “Aunt
Maria” is. as she was house-hunting
when we last heard from her.
Won’t
she miss all the animals she was so
fond of. if she lives in a city or village?
But the posies will grow for her in any
place, it seems.
“Ellis.” I was using the same recipe
for doughnuts that you sent to the Column, so I know it is good.
“Charity,” what you wrote of B. E.
I could echo.
S.
She is a life-long

home.

Dec.

15.

■’Eittah.”

SAY

Merry Christmas
Twalva

\
j

His smile, unseen but always felt.
Makes frozen misery to melt.
For foes he uses such acharm
As sends them homeward arm in arm.
He tells the wayward son that rest
Is surest on a mother’s breast.
And brings to all who sojourn here
A sweet conclusion for the year.

Aunt

scorn

]

(By Henry Coyle.)
The startled shepherds heard with fear.
Out on the silence, sweet and clear,
A host of star-crowned angels sing:
“This night is born on earth a King.”
They hear the herald-angel's voice:
“Peace and good-will—all men re-

ENERGY

cii?,

i

GOOD WILL AND PEACE.

Selected

FATS FOR

rested.

properly
You Need
or

anbmtMintBM

times, you know—better than meeting
friends, when one is sorrowful and
sad, and ’tis so hard to laugh and be
real social.
’Tis then that reading
takes our minds for awhile, and we get

pends

depends largely

the support given It in this respect Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will l*e subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
Tilt AMKKICAM,
K.Usworth, %te.
on

can

Bluchill Falls.

rly you send
10c for

Bar Harbor.
Lorenzo E. Stewart died at his
home Tuesday, Dec. 16. aged about
He was born in
fifty-four years.
Center, but had lived many years in
Bar Harbor.
He was first associated
in business with Osmond Emery, under the firm name of Emery & Stewart. painters.
Later he became associated with William Quimby in .the
painting and paper-hanging business.
Mr. Stewart had also served on the
He leaves a widow, a
police force.
father and step-mother, Mr. and Mrs.
L. W. Stewart of Center, two brothers, Lionel E. and George F., and
three sisters. Lulu, Clara and Helen.

BDITKD BT

"John Halifax. Gentleman;" and, by
the way. thia last book, “John Hall,
fax,” is an extra fine book. I do not
care
much for the love stories that
mix in murder and low trash, but I
do like good, wholesome, every-day
love stories—those that are like real
life.
A real good book or an interesting
is
magazine
sometimes—Just some-

Uvotrt xtnuno.

fflutual ttnufit Column.

Tlmaa

a

Year

With

SCRIBNER S

MAGAZINE
Winter Harbor.
Mrs. Ruble J. Tracy and daughters
Olive and Lenora are spending a tew
days in Bar Harbor.
Miss Martha Young, who broke her
ankle a few weeks ago. is able to be
about the house on crutches.
Mrs. M. B. Jordan was a recent
visitor in Bangor, where herdaughter Sara is attending business col-

lege.
Friends of Miss Ethel Grover regave her a genuine surprise
party.
The juniors of the high school are
engaged in rehearsals for a play
"The Adventures of Grandpa." which
they bope to present soon.
Dec. 15.
S.

cently

aUbrrtisnnrntB.

!
|
|

j
j

jelly.
The poem. "The

Thankful Spirit,” is

flne*

"Vashti.”
•

*

DON’T you like a nice white
kitchen? Of course you do—
because it looks so clean. And
you’d like the mill that makes

*

Good Evening. You Very Dear M. B.’s.
I’m such a slacker that I hardly dare
greet you. but after a whole afternoon
of patching, why a fellow must chat a
while, even if ’tis done with a pen.see!
’Tis a wild night, and we are so alone
here; not a neighbor within hailing
distance, and in the winter we sort of
den up—not much visitinng or business.
We see the lights way below us,
and. far away. Rockland Breakwater

light. Castine Head light and Sandy
light, and all these lights arc
Yes. laugh if you want to;
company.
they are. and I watch them and knit,

Point

j

I

while my John

chores.

Then

wre

talk

5 To 7 Minutes For Tea

immediately
Thus you will get All the good:
All the wholesome harmlessness,
Without the harmful tannic acid.

I over what we have seen in the papers
i and magazines, perhaps read a while

Even the barn is lonesome this winter. for we have only three cow kind,

bossies
nothing to
no

that

we

are

just biding

pin.
By clean machines, the wheat is
scoured and ground—then the
flour is sifted through finest silk,

as a

put into

new clean sacks and
No human harid touches
it until the sack is opened in

farming

stock, so there’s
We do not say
now.

No,

we are

a we,

you ever hear so many woes?
Let me see.
Aunt Madge asked for
a Christmas suggestion.
I guess ’tis
rather late for that, but I’d say, when
in doubt, or where there’s many kiddies. give the money, and never givo
foolish jimcracks.
They are usually

kitchenfl

We know you wrant your flour
clean and pure and we take no
chances.

WHITCOMB, HAYNES

young
look at.

3419
*•

the fattest

telling

tea

in Eastern Maine.

Your dealer hat the sealed packets.
—all types. Prices right.
Thurston and Kingsbury Co., Bangor, Me.
Your dealer also sells and recommends
T and K Coffee and T and K Extracts

fixing up my plants, so am left with a
few slips and three hyacinth bulbs.
Yes, and the rats stole the carrots. Did

sealed.

Next time, tell your grocer—William
and get the very best.

or

’till we sell out.
’Tis
too much farm work for the man of
the house, and I’m not in love with
cooking for the wod-sawyers, haypressers and the threshers, with not a
soul to help.
Farming is getting to be
mighty expensive, what say? We are
going to sell out and go to the village,
and be homesick ever after.
And
here’s
another
lament:
I
haven’t a pretty house plant; no, was
ill this fall, when I should have been

for the very same reason. It’s
clean from top to bottom—clean

your

THE
RESTFUL
TEA

lively.

FLOUR

*

OF COURSE. YOU MUST HAVE
GOOD TEA TO BEGIN WITH

and hold our cats, then wdnd the clock,
fix the fires and hie us to bed.
Sleep
fine, and the new' day brings more papers and letters from here and there,
and we do it allover—mix in the work
and call it good, if not real social and

William Tell

tea 5 to 7 minutes never
than 7. Don’t let it stand. Serve

Steep
more

Just

something to catch dust or to
hoard away and take up room.
In
these very hard times. I’d say, something to wear, eat, or the money.
The next was, what have we read?
I’m reading my books over that have
been loaned, and ’tis just like meeting
old friends, and we all know that’s a
joy. I haven’t many story books. I’ll
mention some of the best that I’ve just
read.
Coniston,
by
Winston

Tell,

& WHITNEY

j

Churchil; "St. Elmo,” by Augusta J.
Evans; "Faith Gartney’s Girlhood,”
by Mrs. A. T. D. Whitney; "The Lamplighter,” by Maria S. Cummins; and

Feed YOUR Hens

PORTLAND
MEAT SCRAP
THE EASY ECONOMICAL WAY
TO INCREASE EGG PRODUCTION
Made almost exclusively of BEEF Scrap it is safe
to use—«weet—has maximum
protein value. This
season of year above all others it is to
your advantage to usa it. The cut shows the style bag in
feeler sells the genuine PORTLAND
»jCATcUr
MEAT
SCRAP. It is worth insisting upon.
A 24 page free memorandum book will be
mailed at your request. What address
please?

Portland Rendering Co., Portland, Maine
Al.o XMOuUctaran of PortJ.nd Bon. .nd M.al Me«l.
Portland Bone Meal and Portland Cracked Bone. (119)

»AW>

mimsato'

i tgaf jSotictB.

i-cgal ftoitre*.

STATE OK MAINE.
of Sale of
rnllector’B Advertisement
Owners,
Lands of Non-Resident
situated
in
lands
on
r-noaid taxes
Island, in the
town of Swans
of Hancock, for the year 1919.
of taxes on real
The following list
owners in the
estate of non-resident
aforesaid for
Island
s
Swan
of
to me for colvear 1919. committed
town o;l the twelfth
said
lor
lection viay 1919, remains unpaid; and
that if said
notice is hereby given
Interest and charges are
taxes With
of the
so
much
paid,
at previously
""ai estate taxed as is sufficient to pay
amount due therefor, including; inand charges, will l.e sold withat
tit further notice at public auction
Fellows hall in said town, on the
in February, 1920, at nine
first Monday

Sprague.
Charles
E.
Heirs
Land, it being lots Nos. 9
and
10
by
Dodge
plan,
bounded on north
land
of
by
Samuel
W.

Stockbridge

fewn
fSe

JJJ*

Ijinth undivided, bounded on
north by land of John E
Stanley; on east by land of
George R. Stewart and land
of Sylvia A.
Stockbridge; on
south by land of Cornelia E

fviunty

OwneV.

Description
of
charges.
Property
of Property.
Tessic M. Hally. Hand bounded
of George
on north by land
\Y
Joyce heirs, town farm
and land of Adalbert Ilridges;
land of Alden P.
on east by

nvime

***•»*'*

Joyce; on
FrV'l Turner, jr.. and land of
Edmund F. Bridges; on west
bv Shore of Old Harbor and
land of Edwin S. Stanley and
and of Austin Scott. Buildabove
described
on
ingg

Rafrd1

Mathelr.

$43.90

Contracting

unknown. Land. Quarbounded on
ry lot. so called,
nnrth bv land of David Massie
and land of A. B. Crabtree;
nil east by land of E. F. Benland of C. A. Stanson and
ley on south by shore of Old
Harbor; on west by land of
Hooper.
Engine
Stinson
machinery
house. Including
described
land.
above
on
Blacksmith shop on above
Two
derdescribed land.
above
described
on
ricks
or

Co

Wharf on
land.
En-

above

described wharf.

Land, store lot. bounded on
north by land of Lizzie E.
Sprague; on east by land of
Fred Turner; on south by
land of Mathew Baird Contracting Co.; on west by land
Store on
of Eugene Sprague
above described land.
Land, bounded on the north
by land of Oliver Bowley;
on east by land of D. C. and
H. C.
Br.dges and Parker
Bridges heirs; on south by
F. Benson; on
land of E.
west by (loose pond lot No.
5 by Dodge plan.
Land, it
being part of lot
No. 38 by the Dodge plan,
bounded on north, east and
south by land of Lester Stanshore.
ley; on west
bounded
on
Land
north
and west by land of Thomas
J. Stanley heirs; on east by
town road; on south by land
of Eugene Sprague.
Land, it being south part of
lot No. 32 by the Dodge plan,
bounded on north by land of
Janies T. McKay; on east by
land of William Martin; on
south by land of H. L. Blaisdell
and
land
of
Eugene
Sprague; on west by land of
Charles ft. Sadler.
Land bounded on north and
east by land of D. C and H.
C.
and
Parker
Bridges
Bridges heirs; on south by
land of Eugene Sprague; on
west by land of Lester Stanley lot No. 26 by the Dodge

^

111.2

land

of

Quarry

Addison

13.99

10.88

yij

$11.15

boundV,!Ulam
SW
de.„Jfcb°r.

Herp8uLlbe!i

9.81

v?d2id<fid
rickVa,nd.
ea*..®
so' ,t88
Herrir.kby
lJSi
ai.'„Stln?on

8»utk

WiiiT.

abol.

Herrick.

found!8
IS®d

Colin

on

east

Harbor;
by land
Wharf

of

^est

on
°n

wEf*

22.07

by
on

of
on

^Carter.
^©undeiT’A^'
by
land

12.07

Heirs.
Land
north and east
south by land

Tinker;
and of GeorSe
*

on

N39.11

SonHand
and west

S&4,-SSSrtAr

6.28

land1 of

ll
S5S1 2off Harbor!
a® a?!68,1 by land of
^bovAe glK^^ln..
Hattie

32.18

^TmTCthe American
$1.30

2 40

1.60

3.20

16.80

a

Year.

32.0

6.40

acre.

STATE OF MAINE.
Collector'll Notice of Sale.
Unpaid taxes on land situated in the
town of Sedgwick,
in the county of
Hancock, for the year 1919.
The following list of taxes on real
estate of non-resident owners in the
town of Sedgwick for the year 1919.
committed to me for collection
for
said town on the seventh day of May.
1919. remains unpaid; and notice is
hereby given that if said taxes, with
nterest and charges arc not previously
paid, so much of the real estate taxed
as is sufficient to pay the amount due
therefor.
interest
and
including
charges, will be sold at public auction
at Town House in said town,(the same
being the place where the last preceding annual town meeting of said town
was held) on the first Monday of February. 1920. at nine o’clock a. m.
Name of Owner and DeAin’t
Tax.
scription of Property.
75 acres,
William Emerson.
house, barn and henhouse.
Land bounded on the north
by land of Win. J. Willins;
east by land of Wm. Emerson;
west by land of Wm. J. Wilbur; south by land of Thomas
60
bounded
on
the
acres
north by Bluehill town line;
east by land of Robert Asthbury and Moses Carter;south
by Ridge road; west by land
of
Thomas
Asthbury and
Wm. Emerson,
$26.86
5
acres
of
Closson.
Angie
land and house land, bounded on the north by Ridge
road; east by land of Curtis
J. Durgain; south by land of
Charles H.
Page; west by
land of Charles H. Page, be1.02
ing a private road.
Sedgwick. Me.. Dec. 16. 1919.
WILBUR S. DANIELS,
Collector of Taxes for the Town of

STATE OF MAINE.
Collector’s Advertisement of Sale of
Lands of Non-Resident Owners.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in
the town of Verona, in the county of
Hancock, for the year 1919.
The following; list of taxes on real
estate of non-resident owners in the
town of Verona aforesaid, for the year
1919, committed to me for collection for
said town on the 15th day of July, 1919.
remain unpaid; and notice is hereby
given that if said taxes with interest
and charges are not previously paid,
so much of the real estate taxed as is
suftlcienttopaytheamountdue therefor,
including interest and charges, will be
sold without further notice at public
auction at Schoolhouse in District No.
1 in said town, on the first Monday in
February, 1920, at nine o'clock a. m.
Am’t
Name of Owner and DeTax.
scription of Property.
Heirs or John Mclnnis. 25 acres
of land.
$4.75
John McCann.
Cottage and
9.75
lot.
Frank Bulduc.
Cottage and
lot
3.50
Verona, Me., Dec. 15, 1919.
Taxes

of

the

to

wav

at

De-

Property
Steuben, Me.
from
Hiram

Eaton, Heirs of Tremont, Me. Bass Harbor marsh
lot hoimded N by
B.W.Richardson ; E by Pratt &
*>y Henry Clark; Eaton;
W by
*
Marsh creek.

i& iEar°i\ lot-

N

“ine

Am’t
Tax.
$3.98

1

bounded

«ound,ed

‘ni'..!,8
Clark; a.ml
by
Robbins
fad
^m- B. Herrick. Rich
Jot. hounded N by Roble
Henry
ri°,rrWO0w ^by al}dand5 by
°f Horen

DIa?Uch"

Clark, Marion B.t Tremont. Me.
Mountain

lot

from

Freeman.
Cower, Wm. D. Heirs of.
undivided

naif

of

5*A

$17.16

Louis
4.91
One
acres

bounded N by Mattie Dolliby heirs 0f John s*

Morore

9.8'

Parker, Annie B. Land boundN by Bmelia Ginn; E
ed L.
by
A.
Manchester; S by Allen
Lawler
and
shore; W bv
*
Isabel

Dorr.

Town

of

me

whooping cough.

self,” thought Gwendolyn Ritchie, as
she sat pondering on the edge of the
bed, staring absently into the mirror
before her. “It can’t be jealousy.
I
was never jealous of Fran in
my life,
and yet, why am I so opposed to Hal,
all of a sudden—and just since he
put
that ring on her finger?
Goodness

The Clark brothers have been successful
in hunting of late, having
shot several foxes.
The hard freeze of last week
caused the local fishermen to hustle
out their smelt tents, and fishing has
already begun on the bay.
Claud Clark lias gone to East Machias to cook for Walter Lawrie.
Since Mr. Bianchi was here, Hal
Clark, his local representative, has
shipped specimens of black granite
from their quarry.
Many of the men here are cutting
their winter supply of fuel on the
Littlefield & Thomas land.
Edward
Urann
has
formed
a
partnership with E. O. Hardison in
the granite base business.
They
have a large amount of stone cleared
and plenty of orders for the winter.
There are twelve inches of ice on
the ponds, and ice cutting will begin
this week.
John Coombs, cook at the Ober
mill at Sorrento, was here for the
week-end.
Dec. 22.
Echo.

knows. I want to

see

my

little sister

happy and I know she loves him—so
what is it?
Jealousy? That awful

by land of P. W. Richardson and heirs of Wm.
Whitmore; E by road; S by Wm.
Hamblen; W by marsh. Land
of Clarence Clark,
bounded
by
l- Holmes; W by
xr
Henry Clark. Hadlock woodw
by town
line
E
by
Henry

19.1

Southwest Harbor. Me., Dec. 1„, 191J
WILLIAM R. KEENE.
Collector of Taxes of the Town
Southwest Harbor.

STATE OF MAINE.
Notice of Sale.

Collector's

in the
toE2P«Vioaxeia
°?,,Iandin situated
town of Brooksville,
the county of

Hancock, for the year 1919.
list of taxes on real
estate of non-resident owners in
the
town of Brooksville for the
year
committed to me for collection for 1919,
said
town ontlie seventh
day of
1919
remains unpaid; and notice May,
is hereby
if said taxes. with interest
F‘Yn
and charges, are not
previously, paid,
so much of the real estate
taxed as is
sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will
at Public auction at Brooksv,Ue Town Hall in said town,
(the
same being the place
where the last
preceding annual town meting of said
town was held) on the first
Monday of
February, 1920, at nine o’clock a. m.
Name of Owner and DeAm’t
scription of Property.
Tax
Henry Stevens or Unknown.
Isaiah Jones woodlot in W.
Brooksville, 10 acres, value,

„„?’h.e fo.Ilowlne

uthat

,,fnf0ld

word—could It be that—but how could
it, for I never loved Hal—in fact my
affections have never been inclined to
any mere man, and never will be.
They are a bother and quite troublesome.
I know what it is,” she finally
added to the perplexed reflection in
the mirror. “Hal is taking Fran away
from me. I will be all alone.”
The thought of being all alone, separated from Fran, who had been her
only pal and confidant since their
great loss had come upon them, leaving them two orphans to face the ups
and downs of life alone.
They had
been inseparable and In fact only one
subject had ever come between them
to cause dispute, and that was Fran’s
everlasting persistency that men were
quite essential, and she liked them. “I
just know, Gwen Ritchie, that the
morning will come when you will wake
up and find yourself head over heels
in love with the only man in the world
of men,” Fran had said time and time
again to Gwen.
Gwen had argued
with Fran to the contrary, but without
results, for Fran was firmly In favor
of the male sex.
It was in this mood that Fran, with
flushed cheeks, sparkling eyes and all
excitement burst into the room, with
"Oh. Gwen, isn't It wonderful; Hal just
got the marriage license.
I am so

happy."
“Yes, dear. I'm glad for you,” choked
Gwen.

“But, Gwen,
Is

you

are

crying.

$50,

$2.00

Sarah
Ellison
or
Unknown.
Land in West Brooksville,
bounded on N by L. G. Farnham; E by highway; S by
land Wm. Jones heirs; W by
Mrs. O.
L. Tapley; 1 acre;
value $600,
24.00
Brooksville. Me.. Dec. 15. 1919
WARREN H. CHATTO,
Collector of Taxes for the Town of

What

OF

MAINE.

Collector's Advertisement of Sale of
Lands of Non-Resident Owners.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in
the town of Orland, in the county of
Hancock, for the year 1919.
The following list of taxes on real
estate of non-resident owners in the
town
of Orland aforesaid, committed
to me lor collection for said town on
the 31st day of May, 1919. remains unpaid; and notice is hereby given that
if said taxes with interest and
charges
are
not previously paid, so
much of
the real estate taxed as is sufficient to
pay the amount due therefor, including
interest and charges, will be sold without further notice at public auction at
the Town House in said town, on the
first Monday in February. 1920, at nine
o clock a. m.
Name of Owner and DeAm’t
scription of Property.
Tax
Arey. Frank. Lot No. 116.
$9.55
Brown. Mrs. Emily.
Land of
Charles Brewster estate.
2.52
Carter. John.
Part of lot No.
110.
3.28
Carlisle. Myron R.
Southern
half of lot No. 117.according
to plan of Orland,
13.35
Gilbert. B. F. Heirs of
Land
of F. A. W’entworth,
2.90
Grindle.
George W.
Homestead, part of lot No. 28,
8.60
Gray, Alex.
King Crockett
land; Daniel Rogers homestead,
10.50
Keener. Wm. A. Heirs.
Land
on east side of Alamoosook,
bounded northerly, easterly
and southerly by land of T. F.
Mason; westerly by Alamoo18.10
Kingman. E. L. Lot No. 112
by plan of Orland; lot of
land bounded northwesterly
by the original town line;
town
southerly
by
line;
and
southnortheasterly
westerly by range line.
10.50
Lee, John J. and Clement R.
Cottage and lot at Alamoosook; land of E. Starr,
10.50
Pendexter. William.
The Harriman island and cottage,
2.33
Sparrow, Mrs. R. D.. Heirs of
Land of Parker Keyes.
4.80
Land of
Swazey. Thomas J.
former homestead of D. Swazey. bounded northerly and
Dead
River
easterly
by
stream so
called; southerly
by lot 65; westerly by range
line and Dead River,
6.70
Sparrow. Arthur D. Pasture
land of Capt. Sparrow.
4.80
Orland, Me., Dec. 15,1919.
H. H. DUNBAR.
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Orland.
STATE OF MAINE.
Collector’s Advertisement of Sale of
Lands of Non-Resident Owners.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in
the town of Penobscot, in the county
of Hancock, for the year 1919.
The following list of taxes on real
estate of non-resident owners in the
town of Penobscot aforesaid, for the
year 1919. committed to me for collection for said town on the 10th day of
June, 1919, remain unpaid; and notice
is hereby given that if said taxes with
interest and charges are not previously
paid, so much of said real estate taxed
as is sufficient to pay the amount due
and
interest
therefor,
including
charges, will be sold without further
notice at public auction at Town Hall
on the first Monday in
in said town
February. 1920, at nine o’clock a. m.
Am't
Name of Owner and DeTax
scription of Property.
HomeH.
J.
Montgomery.
$72.15
stead; back lot,
George Warren Estate. Part
1.35
of lot 80.
Part of
Lucy Leach Heirs.
2.41
Varnum lot.
Turtle
James A. Saunders.
3.07
pond lot; A. E. Irish lot,
10.55
Potato house.
H. H. Allen.
Penobscot, Me., Dec. 15. 1919.
R. L. WARD WELL,
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Penobscot.

“Nothing much, only I dread the
thought of giving you up to a—man.
Marriage may be all right, but I don’t
believe it.
to

I hate men and will have
do with them.”

“I’m not silly, Fran; it's just my naPerhaps you’re right. We can’t
get along without them, but I guess I
am not like other girls, for they mean
nothing to me but hard feelings and
hatred."
“Gwen, I will give you just one
month to meet and fall in love with
the one and only. Remember, just one
month.”
“But, Fran—"
ture.

“No ‘buts’ about it. and what’s more,
are going to that dance tonight
with Hal and me. His chum has just
returned from a hospital where he
has been recovering from Injuries in
the service. Although he can’t dance,
he will be there. His leg was Injured
and he hasn’t the use of It to the
of dancing—but anyway, I
extent
promised Hal you would be there to
entertain him, so that’s final.”
you

“So

erson.

Subscribe for the American
$1.50 per year

ment.
mony.

Read this twice-told testiIt's Ellsworth Palls evidence

—doubly

proven.

Frank E. Fernald, Waltham road,
Ellsworth Falls, says: “I had trouble
with my back and could hardly stand
the pain.
It was hard for me to
stoop over or straighten up. I had
read a great deal about Doan’s Kidney Pills and I got a supply.
It took
only one box to benefit me. I have
since had return symptoms of the
trouble, but Doan’s Kidney Pills,
procured at E. G. Moore’s drug store,
again gave me immediate relief.”
(Statement given February 7, 1905.)
On December 4, 1916, Mr. Fernald
said: “Colds sometimes disorder my
kidneys, but I can rely on Doan’s
Kidney Pills to relieve me. The satisfactory experiences I have had with
Doan’s Kidney Pills strengthens my
faith in them, and I recommend them
more highly than ever.”
60c, at all dealers.
Foster-Milburn Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
North Lamoille.
John Carter of Beech Hill made
a week-end visit to his
mother, Mrs.
Roland Carter.
Mrs. E. V. Young went last week
to Foxcroft
to
visit her daughter,
Mrs. Wellington Barbour.
Lester Young and wife and Miss
Anna Young came Saturday from
Boston for the holidays.
Shepard and Hermon Holt are
home for the holidays from Charleston, where they are attending school.
Dec. 22.
Y.
South Hancock.

George F. Merchant left Tuesday

for Boston.
Mrs. Susie Bishop is teaching at
Oak Point, Trenton.
Mrs. G. W. Colwell and daughter
Edna, who have been visiting at C.
S. Colwell’s, have returned to Prospect Harbor.
Dec. 22.
W.

Hancock Point.
Edith, Marcia, Grace and Arthur
Seawall.
Ball are home
from
Bangor and
Mrs. Peter Benson is home from
Dana Hodgkins from Hinckley for
Boston, where she has been visiting. the
holidays.
Mises Addie Brown and Agnes
Pearl Gatcomb and family have
Ward are home for the holidays.
i moved to Washington Junction for
Miss Brown is spending a few days
with her sister, Mrs. Thurston, at the winter.
Miss Eleanor Ball left Tuesday for
Tremont.
|
!
Mass.
School closed Wednesday.
An in- Revere,
Dec. 22.
M. R.
teresting program, with a Christmas !
tree, was arranged by the teacher.
Alton Newman took the part of Santa
Just What He Had Done.
Claus.
Each pupil received a presCharlie, trying to amuse himself as
ent, and there were several for the i best he could, came out of the
garage
teacher and Santa.
It was much endragging an old cobwebby umbrella,
joyed by the parents and friends. j
which after much exertion he was
The teacher, Miss Bridges, is spendI
ing her vacation at her home at West able to open over his head. His grandi mother, coming to the door, called
Brooklin.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Newman vis- ! out, “Charlie, you put that umbrella
ited here last week.
! right up this minute.” Charlie piped
Wallace Kent, who has been at- | back, "I has dot it up and I’se doin
tending school here, has gone to Egg for a walk.”
Rock light for the winter.
Subscribe for the American
Dec. 22.
T. E. D.
$1.50 Per Year
—

j

j

!

j
I

atbrrtiaenuntB.

I

should play nurse to Hal’s
PerOh, well, If you Insist.
I could do you one more favor,
and fill In love with him.”

pals?
haps

“All right, we will make It a bet,”
dared Fran.
For hours after the dance was over
and the two sisters were snuggled
under the covers, Gwen tossed and

sighed.
“Gwen, for goodness sake, what is
the matter with you? What's on your
mind?”
“Nothing much—only a man—I mean
I was wondering if Ray had ever been
in l-; I mean Isn’t it too bad Ray
was Injured, for he is such a fine fellow? So different from the rest—the
most Individual male I ever met.
“Oh, well, let's go to sleep and forget it—but remember, it Is not love,
hut only sympathy for his poor leg."

“Sympathy and understanding spell
true friendship, and that Is the seed
of love.”
“Y’ou are certainly a sentimental little mite, but don’t you be so sure
that I am falling In love—I’m not."
The next three weeks were busy
ones for Fran, preparing for the uneventful day that spelled happiness
to her.
True, she had noticed flowers
and letters coming to Gwen, but in
her excitement had not given her prediction a thought.
The night before Fran’s wedding had
arrived Gwen showed much Interest
In the Anal touches of her sister’s
trousseau. “I'm so glad, Fran, I only
wish tomorrow wen? my passport and
date for happiness."
“You mean you'd like to marry Hal.
yourself?” questioned Fran.

Grain

HIS is the flour recently purchased by
the Government to sell to the public at
approximately 6c per pound; that is,
around 75c for 12 pound package and
$1.50 for 24'/2 pound package.
It is a good flour, favored by good cooks.
Cut down the cost of living by buying United States Grain Corporation Flour, or similar
flour, from your dealers.

This year’s crop of Soft Red Winter
Wheat is yielding flour of excellent
bread making quality.
Housewives should become acquainted with this splendid flour. They will
find that it works easily and rises
quickly. The fermentation is vigorous
and healthy and the resulting loaf is
of superior texture and good color.

“Hal. nothing—his pal—Ray. Love
wonderful, after all," she pondered.
“Oh. Gwen, I’m so glad."
What for—what have 1
“Glad?
“Don’t
been saying?” stormed Gwen.
mind me, Fran, I was just talking
Is

silly."

“Please, Gwen, you know you were
to know of my engagement."
coaxed Fran, and then sternly. "Remember, Gwen, you have just four
duys more to get engaged. How about

For pastries, biscuits, and cake no
flour makes a more delicate, tender
crust and crumb.
This flour is

j the first

"Oh, Fran, I believe It’s all your
fault, but I’ve truly gone and done
It.”
"That’s funny; It took Hal seven
months to ask me to marry him, and
only 2tl days for Ray to ask my littli*
•man-hating’ sister. Guess you win,
Gwen; men are different, after all.”

Corporation

Standard Pure Wheat
Flour now available

now on

hand and for sale

at

GREAT ATLANTIC and
PACIFIC TEA STORES
For further informaiion inquire

It?”

Friendship's Obligations.
I must feel pride in my friend’s accomplishments as if they were mine
—and a property in his virtues.—Em-

If you suffer backache, sleepless
nights, tired, dull days and distressing urinary disorders, don’t experi-

-o-

it, dear?"

nothing

atmmienimus

Mt Desert Perry.
F. L. Colby and wife spent a few
days last week in Bangor.
Walter Jellison has gone to Boston to work.
Harvard Carter of Old Town spent
last week with his parents, Augustus
Carter and wife.
Mrs. A. L.
Colby, who has been
visiting in Rumford Falls and Portland two months, is home.
Jordan and
Clyde
wife have
moved from their home on the cross
road to the Ferry for the winter.
Arthur Jellison, wife and little
daughter Alice are spending their vacation with his parents, W. W. Jellison and wife.
Miss
Abbie
Trundy of West
Surry, who is teaching in Lakeview,
with her aunt,
spent Friday night
Mrs.Laura Colby.
Dec. 22.
C.

—

STATE

Land, being lot No. 4,
9. division A. Page

Collector of
Verona.

and

(©. 1919, by McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)
“What has come over me? What alls
lately? I don’t feel a bit like my-

oTl^Vsl

192"'

By ELIZABETH I. SAUNDERS.

thn

Brooksville.

Sedgwick.

land.
Boat
shop described
above
described
S8rf.
HcK

by

$28.80

Asthbury.

u*\U
v,v"attie

sufficient

Clark.
16.03

»

^•Willis

old
west

Value,

2!cl0ckya.‘nm.
Name of Owner
seription of
Homer.
Mountain lot

Value. $75.
Stable
and
ice-house
on
above lot; value. $325.
96.00
December 15, 1919.
E. F. CLAPHAM.
Collector of Taxes.

Heirs.
Land
oounded on north by land of
w
Gross and land
nf
A. Stanley; on east
Old Harbor; on
Rm.*u0re
south
by land of James T.
on
west
by town
road
House on above described land.
Heirs.
Land
on north south and
la,,d
of
Charles
Kem by
Oidu °.n ^ast by shore of
House on above
land,
F.
Land
bounrt .Charles
5n ofnorth l>y undi"
William HerM‘ stinson heirs;
on
>
by town road; on
land of William
on west by undivided
William Herrick
ed
beirs.
House
,«n
described land.
'tilne
Boat Co.
Land
north by lan‘> of
Lillis™ 2."
Herrick and land of
Jt

8<in
of.

lot.

?,60u-

plan. %

east, south and
J? ®n l)ynorth.
land of John Fred
JER
House on above deRftw- ,and
scni^,
L.

short

above

Coleman.
George.
Shop on
land of Crabtree & Havey.
Value. $75.
Heckman. Robert. Land bounded north, east and south by
land of William Robertson;
west by town road. Containing 1A acre. Value. $50.
Jones. Mrs. Lucy. Land bounded north, east and west by
land of William Robertson;
south
by town road. Containing 1 acre. Value. $100.
Moon. Donald L.
Land bounded north by county road; east
by land of Byron Stevens;
south and west by land of
heirs
of
Moses
Hawkins.
1
acre.
Containing
Value.
$50.
House on above lot; value,
$475.
Osborne. R. W.
Land bounded north by county road; on
east by land of H. A. Holt;
on
south
by land of D.
l.raman; on west by land
of heirs of Amelia Simpson.
1V2 acres. Value. $100.
House on above lot; value,
900.
Searles. Thomas. Iaind bounded north and east by land of
V
Simpson heirs; south and
west
by land of Sagadahoc
Towing Co., owned in common
with H.W. Dunbar.
(75
acres
in
37 ^
acres.
all)
Value, $150.
No. 2, two-thirds in common
and undivided, lot No.
117
town plan
(25 acres in all)
Sixteen and two-thirds acres.

$2,500.
No. 2.
section

Bridges.
aP,r*ls- Prank O. Land bound-

\?v?
Wund„?tor
gu?1
beirs;

on

in

“so' mu'chKof

is

as

tte K,v?„ &.«.
FebrU“ry’
Brawn

Value. $300.

Value. $50.
D.
T.
Timayenis.
Heirs
of.
Land, being lots Nos. 6 and
16.50
7. cection 5. division A. Page
plan. 1% acres. Value. $100.
House on above lot; value,

[and

on

5.78

land of Willis A.
Stanley; on
land of George B.
smith and town road. House
on
above described laud.
20.46
M ilson, Francis I!. Hand
bounded on north by land of Margaret Munzell and shore; on
the east hy shore; on south
and west by land of
Sylvia
A. Stockbrldge.
Cottage on
above described land.
55.59
Swan’s Island. Me.. Dee. 12. 1919
MERRILL E. SADLER,
Collector of Taxes

Wharf

Hollis
L.
Land
bounded on north by land of
Addison F. Bridges; on east
by town road; on south by
land of David C.
Bridges.
House
on
above
described
land.
Blacksmith
shop on
above described land.
Land, woodlot. hounded on
north
land
of
C.
E.
by
Sprague heirs; on east by
land of Oliver L. Bowley and
shcure
of
Goose
pond; on
south and west by land of
Eugene Sprague, being lot
No. 8 by Dodge plan.
p’
Bowley. Oliver L. Land bounded on north, east and west
by land
of
Addison
F.
Bridges; on south by town
road.
Building on above described land.
Land, undivided one-half of
lot No. 7 by the Dodge plan,
bounded on the north by undivided land of James W.
and Alfred Sprague; on east
by
land
or
Clarence
L.
Smith; on south by Goose
Pond and land of Hollis L.
Blaisdell and land of Charles
Sprague heirs.
Land, it being eastern half
of lot No. 33 by the Dodge
Plan, hounded on north by
land of Alden P. Joyce; on
east by land of William Martin; on south by land of J.
r: McKay; on west by land
of Thomas J.
Stanley heirs.
Land, being lot No. 4 by the
Dodge plan, bounded on the
north by
land of Adelbert
Torrey and land of Mina A.
staples heirs;
on
east
by
of
D. C.
and
H. C.
Bridges and Parker Bridges
neir8; on south by land of
Maine w
Baird
Contracting
,v ‘iP .west by Goose pond,
undivided
one-fourth
of
wharf

Land

hy land of
cariton G. Joyce; on east
by
shore
of
Old
Harbor; on
south by land of Chester R
Stewart; on west by land of
Augustus G. Dolliver. Builduigs on above described land.
neat on.
Edward
R.
I.and
bounded on north by land of
Charles Burns; on'east bv

acres.

plan.
Blaisdell.

on

M.

north

..

by

Privilege

on

npi\!<ia 1m?vs

gine house. Including machinabove
on
described
ery
on

one-half of Green

Winnie

Notice of Sale.
land situated in the
town of Sullivan,OI!in the
county of Hancock. for the year 1919.
The following list of taxes on real
estate of non-resident owners in the
town of Sullivan for the
year 1919,
committed to me for collection for
said town, on the fifteenth
of May.
day
1. 19.
remains
unpaid; and notice is
hereby given that if said taxes, interest
and charges are not
previously
paid, so much ol the real estate taxed
as is sufficient to
pay the amount due
therefor.
including
interest
and
charges, will be sold at public auction
at k. of P. hall. West
Sullivan, in said
town
(the same being the place where
the last preceding annual town meeting ot said town was held) on the first
Monday of February. 1920, at nine
o clock a. m.
Tax on
Baines of Owners, and DeReal
scription of Real Estate.
Estate
Bragdon, Theodore, Heirs of
Land bounded north by land
of Crabtree &
Havey; east
and south by land of William B. Blaisdell; west by
tide
waters.
Containing 2

wharf lot. bounded on
by land of
Eugene
north
land
of
Mathew
Spragu*
Baird Contracting Co. and
land of Fred Turner; on east
by land of Stinson Hooper;
on south and west by shore

Derrick

bounded

^

rtal estate taxed

STATE OF MAINE.

haiifi.

wharf.

Undivided

Stanley

owners

Of

Collrrtor'a

land. Buildings used as
cart shed on above described

of Old Harbor.
above described

fra.

,and
a" ^°S^by
A.
Stockbrldge.

ot

West Franklin.
Mr. and Mrs. William Rollins visited in Brewer last week.
George Butler, a former resident
of this place, married, at East Machias last week, Mrs. Sarah Lund.
They are living at present at his
home in Egypt.
Miss Vida Cousins of Beechland
is at Mrs. S. T. Goodwin’s.
Little Winnifred Rollins is ill of

THE MAN HATER

of

o°f"n^ne
‘‘f of ^xeIaon real
non-resident
o"the°vea°rUlts1TS't Harbor aforesaid

estate

known.

ferest

Amt. of
tax due
including
Ini.and

east

MAINE.

Collector's Advertisement of Sale
Lands of Non-Resident
Owners.

heirs

by land of Edwin f’
hy la,'<l of
MriVn." L.
i °[1i„BOUV\
Hollis
Blaisdell and land
of Eugene Sprague; on
west
by land of Mathew Baird
Contracting
Co..
or
unon

STATE OP

United States Grain Corporation
(Flour Division)

42

Broadway

New York

£tic veilswortl) American

CENSUS ENUMERATORS.

trgal

legal yotire*

-Notiers,

ftmi iiotirea.

ecutor without giving bond, presented
Names of
Those Who
Will Count
PUBl ISHED
of the by George M. Hall, the executor thereNoses in Hancock County.
County in named.
EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
Sylvester P. Steele, late of SouthF. \V. Clair of Waterville. superWest Harbor, in said
Respectfully represent Georgia A. A certain instrument county, deceased.
visor of census for this district, anpurporting to be
I Tracy.
Alice T. Graves and
ELLSWORH, MAINE
Marion the last will and testament of said denounces the following enumerators
! Whitten, all of Mount Desert, in said
BY THE
ceased.
with
for protogether
I
for Hancock county towns.
county, that they and Eleanor B. Klt- bate thereof and for petition
the appointment
HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
tredye of Bar Harbor, in said county, of Fred I* Mason, administrator
Bar
Harbor—Herbert
Roland
with
and
Edith
and
McKay
Mary the will annexed, presented by Rena F.
E.
Delta
Howard,
Richardson,
^
of
Morris
^ TitoS. Editor sod Manager.
McKay
Park
Unc
Island. And Estella McKay of Brook- Buzz ell. a beneficiary named in said
Frank Higgins, Hugh F. Spratt.
executrix named in said will
lyn. iny the state of New York. Etta will. The
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.
Bluehill—Edward J. Williams.
Isomer of Moncton. New Brunswick, being now deceased.
Calvert R. Bridges, late of Swan's
Brooklin—Albert H. Jane.
■Strictly in Advance)
and Charmian London of Glen E’.ien.
Pestate of California, are the devisees Island, in said county, deceased.
Brooksville—Olden D. Tapley.
°» * y**T.f 1-60
Six months.75
tition that Frank E. Bridges or some
liviny in different states of Annie M. other
suitable person be apointed adFour months.50
Bucksport—Frank L. Franklin.
Three oi nths
38
McKay, late of Bar Harbor, in said
of the estate of said deCastine and Verona—George T.
county of Hancock, deceased, who left ministrator
Single Copies.05
real estate in said county of Hancock. ceased. without giving bond, presentCoombs.
ed by Effie S. Bridges, widow of said
L
The
homestead
lot
of
the
said
ADVERTISING RATES ON APPLICATION.
deceased.
Cranberry Isles and Mt. Desert—
Annie M. McKay, together with
the
Emeline F. Ginn, late of Southwest
George E. Turner.
buildings thereon, situated at Town Harbor,
Business communications should be »din said county, deceased.
PeHill
in
said
town
of
Bar
Harbor,
and
Otis and
Dedham,
Mariaville,
tition
tuat .Josie E. Meader or some
dre^.-tc. o. .\ud *11 checks and money urclets
being the same lot her husband. Daniel other suitable
Waltham—Mrs. Margaret Grover.
person be appointed adW. McKay, bought of William Thomas
made payable to The Hancock County PubDeer Isle—Winslow C. Haskell.
about the year 1886 or 1887. containing ministrator of the estate of said delishing Co
ceased, without giving bond, presented
Ellsworth. Maine.
four
originally about
and
one-half
Franklin
and townEastbrook.
by Josie E. Meadfcr. daughter of said
acres.
Excepting, however, the church
ships 9 and 10—Vernon G. Haslam.
lot containing about one-fourth acre, deceased.
DECE '1 HER 24,1919
William H. Freeman, late of Mount
Ellsworth—Ward
Pearl
S.
1,
and a lot containing about two acres
Desert. In said county, deceased.
Peconveyed to Murray Lurvey by said tition that
ward
Harold
2,
Hutchings;
M. L Allen or some other
Daniel McKay in his lifetime.
Another daylight-saving bill has Wheelden; wards 3 and 4. Harold V.
2.
A certain lot or parcel of land suitable person be appointed administrator of the estate of said deceased,
situated at said Town Hill, known as the
been introduced in Congress.
But Moore; ward 5. Dana Maddocks.
Heman Richards lot. containing nine presented by Eva R. Ober, daughter of
Gouldsboro and Winter Harbor—
said deceased.
the Patrons of Husbandry are still
acres,
more or less.
Being
the
same
Henderson R. Cotton, late of Orland.
Dallas C. Ashe.
conveyed toy Heman Richards to said in said
doing business at the old stand. They
county, deceased.
Petition that
Daniel W. McKay about the year 1886
Hancock—Mrs. "Etta H. Clark.
Samuel B. Holt or some other suitable
or 1887.
■will knock the daylights out of the
Lamoine
and
Trenton—Frank
be
administrator of
3.
A certain lot or parcel of land person
appointed
the estate of said deceased, presented
Dunbar.
new bill.
situated at said Town Hill containing
«\v Mary A. Holt, an heir of said deOrland—Merle W. Gray.
eight acres, more or less, and known ceased.
as the William Higgins lot.
Being the
Penobscot—Mrs. Nella F. Bridges.
Bertha E.Hey wood, late of Bucksport.
same conveyed by William Higgins to
The best news that has come out
In said county, deceased.
Petition that
Bridges.
said Daniel W. McKay, for full deL. Heywood or some other
Augustine
of the blue-sky living costs turmoil
scription see book 381. page334. of the suitable
Sedgwick—Percy M. Sargent.
be appointed adminisRegistry of Deeds for said Countv of trator ofperson
Southwest Harbor and Tremont—
for a long time is the announcement
the estate of said deceased,
Hancock.
without
Riving bond, presented by
4.
A certain lot or parcel of land i
that the great meat-packing con- Eben Clark.
Augustine L. Heywood. son of said
seven
B.
Smith.
acres
containing
more or leas, i deceased.
Stonington—Henry
cerns have agreed to confine themand known as the Nathan Higgins lot. I
Vernon Small.
Ida E.
late of Southwest
Being the same conveyed by Nathan Harbor, inNorwood,
selves to the meat business hereafter.
said countv. deceased.
PeSurry—Fcank H. Treworgy.
Higgins to said Daniel W. McKay about tition that
1
C.
George
Whitmore or
the
Swan's Island and Marshall's IsIn consideration of this, the governyear 1911 or 1912.
some
other suitable person
be apA more particular and full descripland—Nelson
T.
Morse.
pointed administrator of the estate of
ment has discontinued the proceedtion of each of the above described lots
said deceased, presented by Thomas O.
is hereto appended.
Norwood, father of said deceased.
ings instituted against the packers
That the owners of said real estate
William H. Freeman, late of Mount
cannot dispose of their separate interlast summer, but wisely has had IsDesert, in "said county, deceased.
Peests without loss.
tition that
sued an injunction decree to make
Intelbgencr.
Wherefore your petitioners pray that some other George Henry Freeman or
suitable person be appoint
Abram
“Do nn'm*1'
Gilpatri-'k or some other suita- *‘<i administrator of the estate of
think?" asks a scienthe packers stick to their bargain.
said
bb- person be authorised to sell said real 5
I deceased, presented by George Henry
tist. Well,
ties turns around three
estate at public- sale and distribute the
The packers agree to sell all their
Freeman, son and heir-at-law of said
proceeds, after paying expenses, among deceased.
or four ti’ues before lying down to
holdings in stock yards, terminals
said beneficiaries according to their ;
Ira Shaw, late of Oouldsboro.
in
go to sleet>. ••vhile a man. without givSTATIC OP MAINE.
respective rights therein
and cold" storage warehouses, and
said county, deceased. First account
this ninth day of December. A.
ing the matter any thought. lies down, COUNTY OP HANCOCK ss
®li*
RNyman.
administra^
their interest in market newspapers,
December 2 4th A. D. 1919.
trix. riled for settlement.
Also private
goes to sleep ant! then turns over sevTaken this twenty-fourth day of DeGEORGIE A. TRACY.
account of said Ella R.
and to forever dissociate themselves eail
Nyman, liled
ALICE T. GRAVES.
times, waking himself each time. cember A. D. 1919. on execution dated
for settlement.
December
8th
MARION
A.
D.
WHITTEN.
1919.
issued on a
from the retail meat business.
James Condon, late of Brooksville. in
—Louisville Courier-Journal.
judgment rendered by the Supreme
said county, deceased.
First account of
Judicial Court for the county of PeSTATE OF MAINE.
Everett u Gray, administrator
filed
nobscot. at the term thereof
for settlement.
begun
/
HANCOCK.
SB.
and held on the first Tuesday of OctoRED CROSS ROLL.
At a Probate Court held at Ellsworth
Everett C. Johnson late of Bluehill.
ber A. D. 1919. to wit. on the 5th
in
of
in and for saiu County of Hancock on
said county, deceased.
day
First and
December A. D. 1919. in favor of Web- the sixteenth
day of December in the flna. account of Mary F. Johnson, exin
Recent SAVINGS
Complete Enrollment
DEPARTMENT PASS BOOK ster P. Chute of Holden, in the county year of our Lord one thousand nine ecutrix. filed for settlement.
of
Penobscot
and
State
of
No. 497. issued by the savings departDrive in Hancock County.
Sarah A. Smith, late of Ellsworth, in
Maine, hundred and nineteen, being’ an adagainst Hattie H. Carter of Ellsworth, journed session of the December
ment of the Burrill National Bank of
First and final
\ D. said county, deceased.
Fred C. Lynam of Bar Harbor, Ellsworth. Me.Finder will pleas- leave in the county of Hancock and
State of 1919 term of said court, on the fort- account of Charles L» Smith, adminiaMaine,
for
five
hundred
lrat°r. filed for settlement.
eighty-seven going petition.
county chairman of the Red Cross same at or mail to the bank. 83 Main dollars
fifteen cents, debt or damage,
C. H. Preble, late of Sullivan, in said
ORDERED, That notice thereof be
roll call, has just completed figures street. Ellsworth.
and
thirty-seven dollars ninety-four given to all persons interested,
First account of W.
by caus- i B
of the enrollment in Hancock county, HANDKERCHIEFS—ON DEC. 12. BE- cents costs of suit, and will be sold at ing a copy of
Biaisdell. administrator,
said petition and this orfiled for
Surry and East Surry postofflces. public auction at the Sheriff s Office in der thereon to be
showing a total enrollment of 3,540. tween
published three settlement.
box containing handkerchiefs.
Finder said Eilajvorth. to the highest bidder,
Arthur H. Sargent, late of Sedgwick
weeks successively in Th.
Ellsworth ■
Mr. Lyman is much gratified at the please leave at American office.
on
the twenty-sixth day of January
American, a
Second and
newspaper published at : in said county deceased.
A. D. 1920. at ten o'clock in the foreand
credit
showing.
to
final account of Henry W. Sargent, adgives
Ellsworth in said countv. that
they*
noon. the following described real esthe local chairmen and soliciting
may appear at a Probate Court to be [ ministrator. filed for settlement
£aLr.
tate and all the *•&***■•
taght. title Aiiu
and iuierinterheld at Ellsworth in and for said counWarren G. Haynes, late of Trenton,
committees in
the several
towns.
est which the saitl
saitfUaitlc
Hattlc t-l
in suld county, deceased.
H. Carter has
ty. on the third day of
A. D.
First and
The complete
enrollment
in the WOODLOT CONTAINING 15 ACRES. ami had in and to the same on the 192ft. at ten o’clock in February
final account of Edith
H. Leiand. adthe
forenoon.
1
3 miles from
Ellsworth, in Trenton nineteenth day of MarchA. D. 1918. at
and show cause, if any they have,
filed for settlement
county, by towns, is as follows:
why ! ministratrix.
woods.
Your first year's wood off this eight twenty o'clock in the forenoon, the
I^iura
Jane
prayer of the petitioners should not 1
Herrick, a
minor of
Amherst
6 lot will pay for it. >£I. B. Stanwooi. the time when the same was attached be granted.
Brookline, county of
Norfolk,
comMaine.
on the writ in the same suit, to
monwealth of Massachusetts.
wit
Bar Harbor
693 Harrington.
Petition
BERTRAND E. CLARK.
A certain lot or parcel of land situated
filed by Charles F. Herrick, guardian,
Bass Harbor.
82 SLEIGH—JUMPER IN GOOD CONDI
in said Ellsworth and bounded and deJudge of Probate. for license to sell certain real estate
A true copy.
scribed as follows, to wit:
Bluehill
of said minor, situated in
153 tion. Apply to W. H. Titus. Ellsworth
Bounded on
Swan's Isthe north by the homestead of the late
land. Hancock county. State of Maine
Attest:
ROBERT
P. KING. ,
Bucksport
296
Martha Jellison; on the west by Hanmore
j
fully described in said ^
NEW
MILCH COW: ALSO 12 WEEKS cock
peRegister. and
Castine
187
on the south
street;
tition.
by Spruce
old shoats
Stackpole, R. F. I). street, and on the east by land
Cranberry Isles
6 3. Ellsworth, Irving
formerWhalen. Gertrude Mav
Me.
STATE OF M V I \ K.
ly owned by Sylvanus Jordan and the
halen
and
Clifford
Dedham
Whalen,
minors of
31
HANCOCK ss.
heirs of the late Benjamin Tinker, conSullivan
in
Mid
county.
Petition
Deer Isle
244
taining one hundred and fifty square
At a Probate Court held at Ellsworth
filo.l by Henry O. Whalen,
guardian. for
rods more or less.
East Bluehill.
For a better dein and tor said County of Hancock, on
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Collector's Advertisement of Sale of
Lands of Non-Resident Owners.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in
the town of Sorrento, in the County of
Hancock, for the year 1919
The following: list of taxes on real
estate of non-resident owners in the
town
of Sorrento aforesaid, for the
year 1919. committed to me for collection for said town on the fifth day of
May. 1919. remains unpaid; and notice
is hereby given that
if said taxes,
with interest and charges, are not previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed 48 is sufficient to pay the
amount due therefor, including inter*
est and charges, will be sold without
further notice at public auction at the
Town Hall in said town, on the first
Monday in February.
1920, at nine
o’clock a. m.
; Emery. C. and W. D., Heirs of
Land bounded on north by
town road, east by T. B. and
G. F. Mitchell; south by land
of G. A. Parcher and others;
west by land of J. B. Meynell
and town road, containing 22
more or
acres
less. Valuation. $265.00. Tax.
17.95
Emery and Whitcomb.
Land
bounded on north by land of
F. A. Brinton; east by land
of Dwight Braman; south by
land of Greely and Hamlin;^
west
by waters of Frenchmrfh s bay.containing 10 acres
more
or
less.
Valuation.
$250.00. Tax.
17.50
Emery. Mrs. H. L. Heirs of.
A
triangular lot of
land
bounded on north and east by
town line; south by land of
heirs of S. P. Chilcott; west
by town
road,
containing
one-half acre more or less.
Valuation. $25.00.
Tax
Proctor.
Dr.
F.
I.
Island
known as Dram Island. Valuation. $500.00.
Tax.
Preble. E. H. Heirs of
Land
bounded on north by town
road; east by sections A. B.
C. and D. in division 3; south
by waters of Frenchman's
bay; west by section 5. division One. town road, and
land of F. P.Noyes, containing 15 acres more or less.
Valuation. $1,000.00. Tax.
30.00
C. H. WORKMAN.
Collector of Taxes for the Town of
borrento. 1919.
December 22, 1919.
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Dated at Sullivan Maine, this 8th day
™y
of December. A. I>. 191
W. R BI.AISDELL
Administrator of estate of
Charles
H. Preble.
\OTI('K OF FORFJ |.0«il RC.
Whereas Charles S. Leland and Mary
A. Inland, both of the town of Mo nt
Desert. County of Hancock. State of
Maine. by their mortgage deed d\tcd
July ltfth. 1909. and re.orded in the
rtgistry of deeds for said Hancock
County, in hook 161 page 297. .-onveyed to John W. Somes of the town of
Mount Desert\ (now deceased) a certain lot or parcel of land too ther with
the buildings thereon, situate in s>id
Mount Desert, and bounded and described as follows viz
beginning in
the middle of the County road leading
through Somesvillf. in the southwest
line of land formerly of William T.
Mason (now of Bloomfield II. Smith);
thence following said line north seven__

ty-three degrees west, or thereabout
fourteen rods; thence south thirty de

nine rods to a spruce 3tak*.
thence following a line parallel with
the Mason (now Smith) line to the middle
of
the aforesaid County road:
thence along the middleoftheaforesaid
County «road to the first mentioned
bound
and
containing one hundred
twenty-six square rods more or less.
The above described lot is the same as
that eon rayed by warranty deed from
George B. Somes to Benjamin F Inland. dated January fourth
eighteen
hundred and fifty-four amlAeoorded
in the registry of deeds forifcan'^ak
County in book 97. page 381. which
said mortgage was duly assigned by
John A. Somes. Administrator of the
estate of said John W Somes, to John
A. Somes In his individual capacity by
instrument dated March 17. 1919. and
recorded in said registry of deeds. voL
544. page. 299: and
Whereas said John A. Somes in h!l
individual capacity assigned said mortme.
gage to
the undersigned by instrument dated December 2 1919 ar.d
to be recorded in said registry; and
of said
Whereas
the
conditions
mortgage have been and still remain
broken, by reason of said breat h of the
conditions thereof I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage and give this notice for that purpose as by law provided.
Mt. Desert. Maine. December 8. 1919.
FRANK W. LEI .AND.
By Peters & Crabtree, his attorneys.
grees west

for Discharge.
In the matter of
AUDEN A. KELLEY. Bankrupt.
In Bankruptcy.
To the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge of
the
District
Court of the l rated
States for the District of Maine.
Alden A. Kelley of Northeast Hafbor.
Mt. Desert, in the County of Hancock
and State of Maine, in said
respectfully represents that on the -uin
day of September, last past, he was
duly adjudged bankrupt under the Acts
of Congress relating to bankruptcy,
that he has duly surrendered all
propertyand rights of property.and n»
rully complied with all the rt<juir‘"
ments of said Acts and of the orders
of Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays. That he may
decreed by the Court to have a nu
Pr°
debts
from
all
discharge
against his estate under said
ar
ruptcy acts, except such debts as
excepted by law' from such discnarc
Dated this 10th day of December A v-

Bankrupt's Petition

dj*

ALDEN A.

KELLETanknipt

o-

V l. I

byUlAbbieithIOUti»H-inriK

!herelnbn;mJed.Ih""PS

II.

?ein,K°aUrt

'7Ilh
j! ^ur

1

journmeiu

special

ORDERED

™mpa;d

f„°,Uowln*

,,

ne^spaper

yeir

tow>m tteo,'° me,for
cTv'enlnth»?P?fid: mnd
charieih
»eJf „Sa,id
mncf 5,
not,

amounfriue

?£ d«Jlil p,ubllc
forenoon*'

Chicago

of .Notice Thereon.
District of Maine.
Northern Division
On this 20th day of December. A1919. on reading the foregoing Pel,l‘
Order

Ordered by the Court, that >
be had upon the same on the 3('tn
of January A.
D. 1920.
Court
at
Bangor, in said i'1- the
Northern Division, at ten o’cloeK"! be
forenoon; and that notice tn*m'i an_
published in The Ellsworth
a
newspaper printed in said 1‘f _.vn
Northern Division, and that all
other persons m‘ and
creditors, and
est. may appear at the said td”
if an;;Tjoner
cause,
and
show
place,
have, why the prayer of said P*15
should not be granted.
the
is further ordered dj, bv
And it
Court, that the clerk shall
0’f
mail to ail known creditors cop gsed
said petition and this order, b<*»
aS
to them at their places of resident
stated.
riorence
Honorable
the
Witness.
the
Hale. Judge of the said
seal thereof, at Bangor, in the
tbe
said
*rn
Divi8ion_ of
2bih day of

before

/SSJict.

^v

J

«

UJJ
Court.»®grth.

District^

SAN*.
becember^A. Dkl.m

Deputy
Deputy,
(L. S.)
A true copy of petition and
thereon.
A""St:
ISABEL

L

‘J.'rjrr

^pu^cW

Another Philippine Product
The shrub from which, the
manufacture the perfume known
abur,'
rasale has been found crowing
dantly in the Phillpf-inos.

i-renc^

OBITUARY.

REGION LOCALS.

DAVID FRIEND.
shocked this
The community was
death of
morning by the sudden
Mr.
Yesterday
Friend.
mvid
as usFriend was about his businessof
feeland made no complaint
After
mVill until late in the evening.
the
for
night,
attending his furnace
a distressed feeling
he complained of
relieved
about his heart. Stimulants
About 4
went to bed.
this andhe
this morning his daughter,
and
Mrs Levy, heard him stirring,
He got up for a
went to his room.
moment, and said he felt better, but
he
after returning to bed
soon

News Notes from Frank E.
Whltmoie
Post of Ellsworth.

(Contributed.)

All men of the local
post who are
interested in and can
play basketball. are requested to sign up and
try out for the Legion team. Men
belonging to the Legion and playing
on other teams are
not eligible for
the Legion team.
Come on, boys
show some life! Snap into it!
LeCs
go.
We’ll show ’em what
Uncle
Sam has turned loose from
his army
and navy.
What say?
See Cunningham and sign up now
According to the draft records, the
g strength of the
country is
19,000,000 men; also, a report of
over 1.000,000 alien
slackers
Ex-service men of this city and
near-by towns are enrolling steadily.
( ome on.
boys; read more about the
Legion and find out for yourselves
then get in.

f.-l

o’clock

dropped

away.

ELLSWORTH FALLS,
!
week

I? OaCrhS-and ^ 8P?nt

,ast

HaSrt^Uel

Candage and family of Seal
Harbor were guests
of Mr
and Mrs. A. W. Ellis.recently

WAS ALWAYS POPULAR GAME

BORN.

Thott Who Think There l« Anything

BLAISDELL—At Bucksport, Dec. 16, to
Mr. and Mrs.
Austin Blaisdell, a
daughter (Ella Louise).
CARD—At Ellswortlu Dec. 19, to Mr
and Mrs. Harry E. Card, a son
(Harry
Edward).
EATON—At Bluehlll, Dec. 19, to Mr.
Ulysses Eaton, a son.
HIC°INS—At Ellsworth. Dec. 22, to
Mr. and Mrs. Schuyler F.
Higgins, a

New in

Profiteering Have Aiv
other Guess Coming.

1

j

|

sd’
°OT?'—-At
^iza^>eth

....

....

StT«e

^Ur^hmedic^nk6

HALL'S.

JJa
S»lr8bL«l.i

COON KITTENS WANTED
lex

C‘ C.

V“"“

GARLAND, Oldtown,

Maine

lauts.

Rheumatism is a constitutional disease, manifesting itself in local aches
and pains, inflamed
joints and stiff
muscles. It cannot be cured
by local
or external
It must
applications.
have constitutional treatment.

HAYNES—- At Bar Harbor, Dec. 19,
of Trenton, aged 48
year?6 Haynes
HAYNES—-At Ellsworth, Dec. 23, Mrs.
Nancy S. Haynes, aged 95 years, 22
.JOHNSON—At Surry, Dec. 19, Charles
C. Johnson, aged86
years, 5 months,
b days.
JORDAN—At Ellsworth, Dec. 17, Reuben Freeman Jordan aged 73
years,
4 months, 3 days.
McFARLAND— At Bangor, Dec. 15,
Stephen E. McFarland of Brooklin.
aged 61

years.

MERCHANT—At Summit, N. J., Dec. 22.
Mrs. Maria E. Merchant,
formerly of
aged 90 years.
QUINN—-At Bucksport, Dec. 19, Chester
nn’a&ed 7 year3, 6 months, 5
davs
SHAW—At Gouidsboro Dec. 13, Mrs.
Charlotte
Shaw, aged 53 years, 1
month, 18 days.
STEWART—At Bar Harbor, Dec. 16,
E. Stewart, aged 54 years.
STUBBS—At Bucksport, Dec. 21, Mrs.
R' Stubbs’ aged 75 years, 5

days™0

SPURRING—At
10,^ Mrs. Julia

Cranberry Isles, Dec.
-M. Spurling, aged 69

course of the great blood-

a

purifying and tonic medicine, Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, which corrects the ac'd
condition

of

the blood

which

on

rheumatism depends, and gives

manent relief.

This medicine

per*
com-

bines, with excellent alteratives and
tonics, what is generally conceded to
re the most effective
agent in tha
treatment of this disease.
If a cathartic or laxative is needed
take Hood’s Pills.
Purely vegetable.
UNITED STATES RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION

Bluehill, Dec. 17,
Nancy
Gott, aged 77 years, 18

WALKER D. HINES, Director GonoraI of Railroads
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Corrected to December 10,1910
BAB HARBOR TO BANGOR
Bar Harbor..lv
Sorrento
Sullivan
Mt Desert

Fy lv
Waukeag, S Fy
Hancock
Franklin Road.

Wash’gt’n June

Ellsworth.
Ellsworth Falls
Nicolin.
Green Lake
Phillips Lai
McKenzie’s
Holden
Brewer June
...

Bangor.
Portland.ar
Boston via
Portsmouth

ar

New York

WESCOTT—At Ellsworth, Dec. 19, Herbert, son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
wescott, aged 4 months, 22 davs.

R.

CARD OF THANKS.
We wish to thank the many friends
and neighbors, also Naskeag lodge, A.
F. and A. M., for their kindnesses and
many beautiful flowers during the illness and death
of our husband and
father.
Mrs. J. J. Bridges,
Mrs. Everett Cousins,
Miss Rachel Bridges.
Brooklin, Me., Dec. 22, 1919.

aiJbeutsiMf a: a

H. W. DUNN
Manufacturer and dealer in

High Grade Granite
Monuments, Tablets

and Marble
and Markers

Ellsworth and 3ar Harbor, Me.

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
Boston via

Portsmouth lv

Boston via
Dover

lv

t5 53

Portland.lv

flO 05

Bangor.lv

t3

Brewer June..
Holden.
McKenzie’s.
Phillips Lake.Green Lake_
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls
Ellsworth
Wash’gt’n June
Franklin Road.
Hancock........
Waukeag, £ Fy
Mt Desert Fy ar

t7 i

Sullivan.. —ar
Sorrento..
Bar Harbor .ar

t7
18
f8

15

3 21
3 43

f3 50
4 00

T4 10
4 23
4 31

4 45
f4 52
5 00
5 03
t5 10

50!.
20
55

16 00

f

Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
Daily, Sundays inoluded. t Daily, except
Sunday.
Dana c. douglass,
Federal Manager.
M. L. HARRIS,
General Passenger Agent.
Portland, Maine.
*

Hardwood Wanted
We are in

the

White Bird),

Maph

also

cording
call at

to

our

market

Yellow

Poplar.
or

Rock

Good Prices, ac-

quality
office

for Round

Birch,

of stock.

PLUMBING
Hot Water

Heating, Furnace
Jobbing.

Work and

Please

HONEST WORK: HONEST PRICES

address

Twenty Years’ Experience.
Personal attention
or mail orders

....

....

What Thousand* Hava Found Givoa
Relief From Thia Painful Trouble.

ABBOTT—At Eastbrook, Dec. 10, Ernest H. Abbott, aged 29
years, 6
months, 20 days.
BRIDGES—At Brookltn, Dec, 17, John
8'*
aeed
Tears.
JtTJ?Trl.d52S|
DOB
GLASS—At Trenton, Dec. 17, Heman C.
Douglass, aged 72 years, 9
months, 21 days.
—At Ellsworth, Dec. 24, David
ag:ea 77 years' 5 months, 10
da

|

....

ABOUT RHEUMATISM

Robert H. Haynes is home
from
The high cost of living was Just as
Reuel Whttc«mb from
much a problem In Elizabethan times
u. of M., ?nd
for the holidays.
j as
it Is today. The Rev. William HarI
arrived home Saturdav^mm
rison, as quaint a gossip as Pepys, and
fr°m fmith
“™ay
Lawrence,
Mass.,
where
he has been
equally gifted as a chronicler, comvisiting his sister.
MARRIED.
During the winter the Sunday plained that magistrates in his day
winked at merchants who charged CUNNiNGHAM—CARLISLE—At Surry,
b
the afternoon
Uec*
,2°. by s- A. McGraw, esq., Miss
more for commodities than
from l2 To
t o
irom
to 3
clock, !D
they were
Meryl Cunningham to Robert Carinstead of in the
lisle, both of Surry.
permitted by law to charge.
morning at 10.30 as previously.
In that
At Surry
day, as in this, “bodgers”—this delight- TREWORGY—McNELLY—
Master Lawrence
Dec. 20, by Rev. R. M. Trafton, Miss
Robinson, who j
has been living several
A'"1a Treworgy of Surry to Leon
I
fully descriptive word is of the domiyears with
E.
of
McNelly
Burnham.
his grandparents, Charles
nie’s own coining—were allowed “to
P. Smith
and Wife, has gone to
Lawrence, burn up corn and raise the price of it;
Mass,, to make his home with his to
DIED.
it

Mr. Friend had been a resident of
Ellsworth since young manhood, an
honest, industrious, wothy cttien, of
business integrity. |
upright life andRussian
Poland sevcarry
home unsold, or to a disHe was born in
mother.
tant market, if they want more
enty-seven yearsago, but as a boy of
money
to
went
he
London, reThere will be a Christmas tree in
ten years
than the buyer likes to
pay; nay,
the vestry Wednesday
maining there until about twenty
under
evening,
they’ve leave to export it for the ben■owhen he came to Amerthe auspices of the
years of age,
Sunday school t efit of enemies
and under the direct
abroad, so as to make
East Burry.
ica and soon afterward to Ellsworth,
charge of the more
profit.
Capt. Charles C. Johnson, aged girls of Mrs. C. M. Whitcomb’s class. |
where for years he was In the clothwith his cousin and eighty-six years, died at
All who have presents to
During the world war there was
ing business
the home of
put on the
j
tree are requested to
Friend. nis daughter. Mrs. E. E.
brother-in-law.the lateheLewis
bring them ! much talk of certain Americans who
Swett. Friwas
in
few
busiyears
Dec.
day,
19.
He leaves two other Wednesday afternoon between 2 and deliberately destroyed carloads of poFor a very
5 o clock.
but love for Ells- daughters, Mrs. Frederic
A short Christmas proness in Caribou,
tatoes, cabbages and other vegetables
Peterson of
him
bacK
and
he
drew
here,
Malden,
Mass.,
and Mrs. Nathan gram will precede the tree.
worth
and foodstuffs in order to raise the
returned and opened a tailoring Foster of California, and one son
The community was shocked
by prices of these commodities. Same old
Leonard Foster of
Machiasport. The the sudden death of Reuben Free- story. There’s nothing new, remarks
Mr. Friend leaves a widow and body was taken to Machiasport for man Jordan on
Wednesday evening J. N. H., in Rochester Post-Express.
two daughters, Mrs. Mortimer Levy burial.
of last week, at the home of a
neighAgain, to hark hack to good Canon
of New York and Mrs. Burleigh
bor.
His
Mrs.
was seventy-three
age
Venetia
Gaspar of Dexter was
Mrs.
Harrison, “pester!ferous purveyors buy
Davidson of Lafayette, Ind.
years.
Mr. Jordan was about Wedcalled
here
the
by
death
of
her
Levy came home last week for a grandfather. C. C.
nesday and apparently in his usual UP fcgss. chickens, bacon, etc.; butter
Johnson.
men travel about and
holiday visit, and it was thus her forhealth.
He went to the postoffice for
buy up butter at
to be with her father
Miss Ruth Swett, who is
employed the evening mail, and was taking farmers’ houses, and have raised its
A
Abie
son,
died
in
end.
L.,
in
will
Bangor,
at the
spend Christmas with along the mail of his sick neighbor, price from 18d to 40d a
gallon. These
February last, and his death was a her parents.
E. B. Armstrong.
It was while in
things are 111 for the buyer and the
blow to Mr. Friend from which he
the Armstrong house and just as he
Capt.
Eugene
has
Gaspar
returned
poor
man,
and
The sympathy of
should not be allowed.”
never recovered.
was about to leave, that he was sudfrom Rockland navigation school.
After all about the only thing that
the community goes out to the famdenly stricken with a heart attack,
to
the
Is
true
The
is
and
especially
stricken
that there is no new thing
ily.
following are home for the and died before a physician could arunder the sun.
widow.
holidays:
Miss Annie Treworgy rive.
Like the poor, the
Mr. Jordan was born in Mount
The funeral will be held at the from E. M. I., Springfield; Miss Ag- Desert, son of Reuben
profiteer is always with us.
and Eliza
home on Bridge hill at 9.30 o'clock nes Young from Newport; Miss Mil- Stanley Jordan, but had
lived most
The body will be dred Lord from Milo; Charles and of his life in
Friday morning.
Ellsworth, where he had
taken to Bangor for Interment.
Lloyd Treworgy from Colby college; held responsible positions as foreman TAX EXPERTS LOSING SLEEP
Harvard Young from U. of M.; Mar- in several mills.
Mr. Jordan served
garet Olds from Dexter.
his country faithfully during the Civil
Question, “When Is a Girl a Miss?” Is
|
KIRK AT BLIEHIKL.
Lionel Stewart of Bar Harbor is war, enlisting at the outbreak of the
Puzzling Bureau of Internal
war in Co. K, First Maine heavy ar; spending his vacation with his
Revenue.
Col. Richard’s Cottage Badly Damand
was engaged in several of
tillery,
grandparents, Frank Swett and wife.
the hardest battles, among them
aged Yesterday.
The other day Lew Hahn, executive
Mrs. E. N. Benson of Bar Harbor Spottsylvania,
The attractive colonial
Fredericksburg and
cottage
a few days recently with her
Petersburg. He was a member of secretary of the National Retail Dry
Col. F. D. Richards at Stover's point. : spent
Wm. H. H. Rice post, G. A. R.
He Goods association, took the joy out of
Biuehill, was badly damaged by Are niece. Mrs. B. H. Stanley.
leaves a widow and two sons, Irving
Dec. 22.
life for the experts of the bureau of
The fire was confined al“Dalt.”
yesterday.
L. and Melvin L. Jordan, three sismost wholly to the basement,
but
Internal
revenue
when
he
asked
ters, Mrs. Byron Palmer of South
burned there for two hours, and floor !
whether corsets were underwear. Now
SURRY.
Brewer, Mrs. Willard Fogg of Salis- he has
timbers and floors were
burned !
gone and done it again, the
Electric lights have been installed at bury Cove and Miss Nancy Jordan of
through.
fClifton, and one brother, Edward, of query this time being:
The Biuehill firemen did splendid North Bend mill.
“When does a girl become a miss?”
Clifton.
Mr. Jordan was highly rework to save the cottage, which at
Miss H. Marie Osgood is home from
Framers of the new revenue tax law
spected by all. and a man in whom
one time seemed doomed.
Most of Cestine normal school.
his employers had explicit confidence.
included In the list of taxables “womthe furniture was safely removed
A
was
His
born to Mr. and Mrs.
daughter
integrity was unquestioned, and en’s and misses’ wearing apparel/’ Exfrom the building, with little damhe had a host of loyal friends who
G. Elmer Kane Dec. 15.
age.
perts of the bureau, Mr. Hahn says,
his sudden death.
regret
His family
Willard
Dow
The fire started in the basement,
and wife have moved to
have Informed retailers that no tax Is
has the sympathy of the entire city.
where workmen employed on the cot- Southwest Harbor.
to be collected on wearing apparel for
The funeral was held at the home
had
had
a
fire.
It
had
tage
gained
Francis llardou is home -for the holiSaturday afternoon. Rev. Henry W. girls.
considerable headway when discover- !
days.
Retailers say there are hundreds and
Conley officiating. The bearers were
ed.
Patrick Sullivan, John Lullam, Alhundreds of misses, and quite a few
The cottage was built six years
Miss Argie Treworgy is home from
mond Jellison and L. D. Patten.
Inmarried women, who are so petite that
ago at a cost ofabout 135.000. There
MiloJor the holidays.
terment was at Woodbine cemetery.
are more expensive cottages in Bluethey can still wear, and therefore buy,
Augustus Treworgy of Philadelphia is
hill, but none of more attractive degirls’ clothes. Does the fact that such
sign or more sightly location.
No home for Christmas.
articles of clothing are to be worn by
A Call for hteroea.
estimate of the damage has been
Albert Shorey and wife are visiting her
women of mature years change the naMan’s opportunity for the display of
made, but the floor timbers and lower
Otis Conary and wife.
ture of the apparel In the eyes of the
floors of the entire house will have parents,
personal heroism Mas apparently not
Robert Carlisle, jr., and Merlp Cunninglaw; or do garments designed for girls
to be replaced.
The whole building
ceased at the signing of the armistice,
of course, was badly Smoked.
remain girls’ wear, regardless of the
The ham were married Dec. 20, by S. A.
for a call has Just been Issued In a
loss is covered by insurance.
McGraw, e-q
age of those who buy and wear them?
London dally newspaper for “Volun-!-oThis is the puzzle Mr. Hahn has put up
Miss Helen Crocker is spending the
teers
1,000 sportsmen of good
School and Mill Fund.
to the bureau experts.
social position, to wear upon a
holidays in Pittsfield.
given
Announcement was made at the
Miss Villa Treworgy is home on a vaday new fashions, to bring back color
office of the StaJte treasurer last week
A Waiting Game.
and line into masculine attire.”
cation. Miss B'rtha Green is her guest.
The
of the allotment of the State school
black
“Suppose
you wait here In this comrrock
coat
Its
with
the
ruffles,
Dec. 22.
L.
and mill fund for this year.
The alI
pink breeches, the silk stockings, and fortable .seat while I match these two
lotment for Hancock county, by
the powdered wig of colonial days are
samples of ribbon,” said Mrs. Simson
Th 1'dies’ aid society of the Methodist
towns, is as follows.
sweetly to her husband, who -had been
conservative as compared with some
Amherst
59
$ 169.32
165.20 church held its annual fair Dec. 15, in the
of the styles to obtain as fruition of
entrapped Into going shopping with
Aurora
17
48.79
grange hall. Supper was serve : at 5.45.
her.
this idea ; at least this Is the opinion
Bar Harbor
1124
3225.76
9078.82
Much credit is due the committees in
When she came back she said conof Its proponent, who sets as his defiBiuehill
500
1434.95
1591.30
cha ge.
Mrs. S. J. Treworgy served on
Brooklln
244
700.25
670.51
nite purpose the abolishment of the
tritely: “Have I kept you waiting an
the apron committee and from the sale of
Brooksville
1168.05
407
857.16
“dark, unsymmetrical” garments of to- unpardonable long time, you poor
and donations, she received over
592
1698.98
Bucksport
1785.85 aprons
day and the adoption of clothes more dear?”
was sold.
Net
f25
Nearly
everything
Castlne
243
697.38
980.76
“Oh. I haven’t minded It,” he said
In keeping withvthe new age of ro341.52
479.70
proceeds |55.
119
Cranberry I
mantic chivalry. As a parting word,
cheerfully. “I just jumped on a car
Dedham
65
186.54
236.13
A pretty wedding took place at the
and ran up to the football match,
he reminds that courage—even to a
Deer Isle.
585
1678.89
1255.17 home of Mrs. Charles
Osgood Saturday
degree equal to thnt manifested by and then I took a little spin in Jack
East brook
64
183.67
188.21
when
her
Miss
Iva
evening,
daughter,
Dance’s new car.
Did you match the
women in
the upkeep of fashlons-Hs
Ellsworth
846
2427.93
3798.51
Alma Treworgy of Surry, was married to
essential to masculine success.
Franklin
829.40
samples?”
289
749.75
Leon E. McNelly of Burnham, Rev. R. M.
Gouldsboro
“One of them. It’s so provoking, I
3871084.82
987.42
Trafton of Bluehill officiating. They were
Hancock
206
591.20
665.57
shall have to come in again tomorrow,
Another
Use
for
Airplanes.
married under an arch of evergreens and
Bamoine
80
229.59
328.85
for they are just closing the shop.”—
Men Interested in aviation have adMariaville
77.49
27
126.42 a four-leaf clover. The room was lighted
London Ideas.
vanced
the
that
Mt. Desert.
theory
photographic
511
1466.52
3798.63
with electric roses and shaded lights. The
of
cities
made
from
Orland
views
maps
taken
332
952.80
810.26
j bride was becomingly dress-d in white from an
Tubs May Strike Next.
Otis
30
86.10
113.43
airplane, would be of value as
crepe de chene. Mrs. McNelly is a graduAdd to the strikes for higher wages
Penobscot
a part of the records of the fire de285
817.92
672.82
I ate of Bluehill academy and Castine northat of negro washerwomen of LouisSedgwick
282
809.39
667.81
partments. They would be as valuamal school and is much loved by all who
Sorrento
ville.
53
152.10
345.53
ble to the fire chief as similar maps of
know her. The groom enlisted in service
S. W. Harbor.
263
754.78
996.48
Aunt Katie (last name not known
the battlefield^ of France proved to the
and was in France two years, in the 101st
Stonington
497
1426.34
1266.98
even to patrons) was asked the other
commanders of armies. Such a map,
trench mortar battery, and
was given
Sullivan
286
820.79
769.45
day if she could do a washing the
for instance, would enable the chief to
Surry
150
430.48
422.05 special mention by General Edwards as
next day.
know at a glance the best means of
Swan's Island
134
384.57
371.15 showing great bravery while at the front.
’Deed no. chile,” was the reply.
getting at a big fire, the surrounding
Treniont
417
1196.75
950.38
After a short visit in Boston Mr. and
“An’ any more washings I do is goin’
roofs and so forth. By use of the map
Trenton
128
367.35
329.14
Mrs. McNelly will be at their home in
to cost yuh ten cents moah,” she added.
Verona
the dangerous areas and zones could
49
140.62
115.74
Milo, where Mrs. McNelly will resume
Pressed for an explanation. Aunt
Waltham
36
103.32
be plotted In the same manner as In
115.75
in
her
the
school.
teaching
high
'Vinter Har..
Katie said that she and “seb’ral other
168
482.14
767.13
wartime.
Great Pond
washer ladies are goin’ on a picnic to14
40.18
91.00
Dec. 22.
Spec.
Long island.
53
152.10
102.53
day and won’t do no washin’ for noAnxious.
NO. 21
9
25.83
72.47
buddy.”
EAST ORLAND.
A city school principal was rushing
“Furdemoah, dis ten cents moah goes
Totals
Willard Lunt 19 at home for a few daysi along the street the other day when
9542 $27384.53 $36896.94
De street car men
all the time now.
a
about
old
youngster
eight
years
of
Cora Lunt
Bueksport spent the weekis gonna git moah dan dat fer strikin’,
Subscribe for the American
her.
“Are
the
stopped
you
principal
end with her pareuls.
and so is us,” was her explanation.—
$1.50 Per Year
at Blank building?" he asked.
Louisville Courier-Journal.
Emily Coombs visited in Bueksport and
The principal nodded her head.
Bangor last week.
Do you go there?" she asked
“Why?
of
Medical Education in China.
2hi0 City of Toledo.
Mrs. Henry Hopkins and Mrs. Frank
in turn.
Lucas County
u
The Chirm medical board of the
Blaisdell are ill.
"1
Jhe
to
another
“No.”
returned.
makes
oath
go
that he
Cheney
is 1*1^
Rockefeller foundation will soon have
ChJS?Ior. Partner of the firm of P. J.
Mrs. Annie Dunbar spent the week end
building. But I just wanted to know in
Co., doing business in the
operation In Peking a splendid inn^,
in
with
her
Alberta
at
buildif
the
lickin’
had
daughter,
Toledo, County and State aforebegun
your
Bueksport
stitution for medical research and
8aid flrm wil1 pay the
ing yet?"
2.° CXE HUNDRED DOLLARS for iL>eCourcey.
reaching—the Peking Union Medical
Catarrh that
Mrs. Louise Gray, with her daughter,
-oftain?nid evepy ease ofU3e
college. A group of 15 buildings Is in
of
and
Maisie Bridges,
grandson, Earl
course of construction. On account of
How the Mint Buys Gold.
PRANK J. CHENEY.
B idges, ba9 moved to Augusta.
s
their green-tiled roofs the new buildTlte mint buys gold in any form,
to
bef°re
me
and subscribed
In m*rn
Dec. 22.
M.
whether coined or not, when presented
ings have already acquired the name
ter a Presence, this 6th day of DecemP 1886.
in stuns to the value of $50 or more. of “the Green City.” The college will
-O'feeal)
A. w. GLEASON.
A preThe face vulue of coins is not consid- open In the autumn of 1919.
Notary Public.
Lame
S’ckne??.
Catarrh Medicine is taken inered, only their weight and purity. An
paratory school was opened two years
teSSnl and
AfSouth
the
tne
of
through
Blood
on
An
the
investigation
arcts
equivalent amount of lawful money is ago. It Is expected that the whole
Surfaces of the System.
Send for
fUE0?*
rican disease known as lamziekte. or
testimonials, free.
given in exchange. Theoretically, the establishment, including a new hospiis due
It
that
lame
sickness,
suggests
i CHENEY & CO.. Toledo. O.
gold is coined and handed back to tal. will be running by the end of 1920.
Is
that
gen75c.
to
a
special plant poison
the owner without charge, fu practice, The board plans to open another mediFamilydri>RBl»tB.
Piiig for constipation.
In
conditions
erated under abnormal
cal institution in Shanghai.—Scientific
as a matter of convenience and to
norare
that
grasses or other plants
American.
save time, the nit it simply buys the
seems
mally harmless. Its development
gold and pays its full coinage value—
weather
to be associated with unusual
Easy.
that is ».u. it ait* be wlnu coined
•nd soil experiences of which sumFastidious Country Boarder—Great
Through
mer drought Is Important.
Can't you do something to
Scott!
He Must Be in Livery.
ueb conditions, wilting would favor
keep the flies out of this dining room?
we ever get
certain—if
One
its
thing
to
describ,’,K
color and
he formation of the poison, and this
Farmer—Wal, yes. I could set the
able to own a limousine car we will
xplalns the common belief that the
if we have to table In the kitchen.—Boston Kvenlug
driver
liveried
a
have
eating wilted
Itsease results
from
dress that way ourself.—Dallas News. Trunscript.

tunate'privilege

3'?DrrtiBCTi.«nt!k

to all details. Telephone
promptly attended to.

Ellsworth Hardwood Co. EDWARD F. BRADY,
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 173-2.

WILD RABBITS WANTED
Will buy

one

thousand (1,000) Live,

Subscribe For

Wild Rabbits.

Trappers Making Good Money.
Write at Once.

C. C.

GARLAND, GidTown, Maine

Duke, The Second
Registered Berkshire

BLUE RIBBON BOAR
Service at

Ahenaquis Club
Stable, Main Street
Ellsworth, Maine

The Ellsw orth American
The Paper That Stops Coming When
No more sub
Subs;ription Expires.
scription bills piling up unexpectedly.
Von get what you pay for, but the
paper will not be forced upon you
beyond that time.

PRICE, $1.50

Ellsworth Steam Laundry
All Kinds of Laundry Work.

For particulars, apply to

ED. HAMILTON

We have just

shipment

received

a

3mall

MISS M. ELIZABETH GOOGINS
04

Franklin St.,

Ellsworth

RAW FURS
Why rot sell yonr furs at home, face
to face or by insured parcel post? I
will hold your shipments separate,

$10 with order
and balance of $5.00 per month

Also Victrolas and Graf-

onolas from

Write at

Ellsworth, Me

Telephone 149-3

which we will sell, including one
dozen records, on payment ot

to

v

NURSE

of Victrolas in

$25 and $35 Sizes

$25

NAPHTHA CLEANING

for ami delivered
Special attention to parcel post work
H. B ESTEY & CO., Proprietors
Goods called

State Street.

Victrolas

a year

Send your name and address, and a
$l bill, now, and receive the paper for
eight months, or 50 cents (stamps if
more convenient) for four months.

and if price is not entirely satisfactory will return them, all charges paid.
1 want lOOO
and am

willing

Muskrat,
price to get

to pay the
them. I also want

$300

Fox. Mink, skunk, Lynx Cat,
etc., at attractive prices.

unce

Deer skins should be here by the
25th at latest on account of shipping.

Garmon Piano

Co

Bar Harbor, Haine

M. h.

HARDEN

Telephone

SURRY,

15T-11

MAINE

‘3t>bcrtt»rment8.

dlAtliiBcmriiit

SATISFYING RELIEF
FRGM LUMBAGO
<©.

Stop
At first signs of a cold
take

months ago today,"
“In another week
closed, the guests
gone, too.”
“Yes,” nodded Rob; “It seems such
a
short time since—and what a heap
of nice girls—” He broke off abrupt
ly and headed the boat towards the
willows.
Lydia looked sweetly sympathetic.
“Tell me about them," she urged. “The
heap of nice girls."
"I’d rather you’d tell your story
first," returned Rob, half wistfully
She glanced at him demurely. "All
right." she replied good-naturedly, and

grip

Miss Winifred Gray returned Friday from Ayers, after teaching the
fall term.
Prof. G. Allen Picard of the high
school is spending the Christmas recess at his home in Waterville.
Miss Maxine Brown, who is teach-

ing at Otter Creek, is home for the
holidays.
Lester E. Smith, jr.. of Portland
is in

His

town.

many

friends

are

glad to welcome him, as he was one
of our high school boys.
Mark P. Gray, who has employment

Bath,

at

is

home

for

few

a

days.
Much sympathy is felt for Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence E. Higgins of Sound
in the loss of their six-year-old child
last week, after a brief illness.
Misses
Wardward
and
Brown,
teachers in the local schools, are
spending the holiday recess at their
homes in Seawall.
The many friends of Oscar Grindle
of Beech Hill are glad to learn that
he is rapidly recovering from his recent illness of bronchial pneumonia.
Dec. 22.
G. S. S.

Egypt.
Capt. W. F. Jordan is at home
from Florida.
Edgar Scammon and grandchildren. who have been ill of whooping
Who have been ill, are improving.
G. A. Linscott is employed carpentering for Mr. Gatcomb at Washington Junction.

George Butler and wife came here
last week to occupy their cottage.
Mr. Butler has been away about eight
years.
Neighbors are glad to welcome him back.
Dec. 22.
L.

I

“1 came down here the first week
in June and met you for the second
time since our schooldays.
We became engaged, hut the engagement a rts
conditional.
That Is. If either of es
met some one else whom we liked better. we were at liberty to do as we
In case we let each other
pleased.
know." She paused Impressively and
struck at the water with her long
white fingers. “It was your Idea, and
contained not the slightest opening Tor
one of
those interesting breach-ofpromise suits."
Rob flushed, but said nothing.
"The next one to propose.*’ she cnntinned, “was Mr. Hillary, who owns
that splendid yacht down at the hnrhor Then came Mr. Meridan. Charlie
Dibble, Victor and that dear, fat collope boy. Percy Downey.
I refused
Percy* of course. He was deadly in
earnest, and I was afraid when
he
should find I was only a summer girl
he might do something unpleasant.
Girls should avoid the man who has
not lived long enough in this world to
understand Its ways.”

GUARANTEED

Harrv E. Gray, who is teaching at
Brookton. arrived home Saturday,
for the holiday's.

This
warmth-giving, congestionscattering circulation-stimulating remedy Penetrates without rubbing right to
the aching
spot and brings quick relief, surely, cleanly. A wonderful help
for external pains, sprains, strains, stiffness, headaches, lumbago, bruises.
Get your bottle today-costs little,
means much.
Ask your druggist for
it by name.
Keep it handy for the
whole family. The big bottle is economy.
35c, /Oc, $1.40.

began:

JANES COLD TABLETS
Mount Desert.

Liniment has the
punch that relieves
rheumatic twinges

“It’s just three
reflected Lydia.
the hotel will be
gone, and we’ll be

this!
or

Sloan’s

by McClure Newspaper Syndicate

West Tremont.
Mrs. Fmma Reed left Saturday for
Boston to spend the winter with relatives.
Edwin Ingalls is employed at Isaac

I

|

Liniment
Keep lfjiaiuly'
TO CONTROL SP.R1TS OF EVIL
Chinese

Have
Distinct
Object
Erecting Fagodas, and Country
is Carlanded With Them.

Chinese pagodas are the wort of
!
I
the Buddhist church almost ex<lusi\\
Stanley’s.
ly. The most beautiful specimens are
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Lunt and Mrs.
in the Vnngtse valley, where pagodas
Lena Robbins have gone to Boston to
are the most numernua.
!
spend a portion of the winter.
Every Impor
tant Chinese and Manchurian
Schools closed Dec. 19. after a succity is
cessful term taught by Miss Grace I
garlanded with them. From the walls
Stover of Brooksville and Miss Viola
of Pekin a dozen pagodas and towers
Wooster of Tremont.
may be counted within the -ity. and
j
Mrs. Kathlyn Reed spent Thursday
with a good glass a half-dozen may
j
and Friday with Mrs. Eva Norwood.
be seen rising from the
surrounding
William Lunt has returned to
plain.
Rockland.where he has employment.
Chinese have appropriated the paThe school pupils gave an interestgoda ns u counterpoise to evil, and
ing entertainment at K. of P. hall
use It subject to their rules of geo
Thursday evening, under the manmancy. At a city in Tung. In the Pekin
I
agement of Miss Stover and Miss
plain, a region In past years visited
“Uttle philosopher.** applauded Rob.
Refreshments
Wooster.
were
by earthquakes, there Is a prominent
served.
The proceeds will be used “I’m not very wordlv-wive: aren’t yon
to purchase a musical instrument for
pagoda, which at one time had 1,000
afraid 1*11 make a fuss?’
the schoolroom.
bronze bells .suspended from Its cor
shook
h«*r fluffy h“.nl.
I.ytlla
"Y"ti
J
Dec. 22.
Sub.
nlees, most of which are still in place.
made the conditions of our engageThe people have this story of Its conment. so you ought not to make a
struction :
Lamoille.
! fUSS.”
A water owl lives underground at
Mrs. A. J. Gibson has returned
"Never.” breathed Rob. quickly: "I’ll
from Massachusetts.
this place, and when he shakes his
not do that.
Pray continue your de*
tail
it
Mrs. E. M. King and son Harold delightfully interesting tale." and he
causes
Geoearthquakes.
visited in Bangor last week.
splashed the water spitefully with the mnneers located the end of his tall, and
the pagoda was built on it to hold it
Mrs. John Patriquin and daughter oars.
Caroline have returned to Waltham.
“The last was
Mr. Harper, who down. However, they could not lo
Mass., forthe winter.
cate his head, and thus he is still able
boards at Elm cottage.”
Miss Olive Y. Coolidge left last
to wink his eyes, which causes tretn
At the mention of Mr. Harper. Boh
week for visits in Bar Harbor and
burst into nn uncontrollable fit of blings of the earth. When Ills eve
Northeast Harbor before going to her
laughter and made the boat rock vio- lids have been accurately located a
school in Milo.
second pagoda will he built.
lently.
Dec. 22.
R.
I
Pagodas range In height from 20
“Stop Immediately!** cried the girl:
to over 200 feet, and are of various
! **you’ll upset the boat.”
Speed of Bullet.
shapes, such as round, square, hexag
"I have two engagement rings.” she
; onal, etc. They always have an
A rifle bullet covers about two miles
odd
retorted.
"One is yours.
You may
in five seconds, while sound travels
number of stories, ranging usually
have it now if 3*011 wish.”
the same distance in a shade more
from seven to nine, and sometimes
He silently lighted a cigarette.
than nine and one-half seconds, so it
with eleven, or even thirteen.
"You’ll
need
it
for
one of those nice ;
is easy to understand why the bullet
she
suggested quiet*
strikes before the report of the rifle girls you’ve met.”
ORGAN WAS ONCE UNDER BAN
"Do I know her?"
is heard.
j ly.
"I believe you do." His tones were 1
Scottish Presbytery, Less Than a Cencurt.

there's big money
in muskrat trapping

"I think.” he remarked coldly, turn- !
out Into midstream, "that !
we had better he going hack to the ho
tel. The sun is already set and there !

j

The organ, as an addition to the
musical service in the Presbyterian
"Why. Mr. Porter.” she cried, "there church, was under a ban less than a
wns a beautiful moon last
night, so. of hundred years ago, according to a
course, there must be another tonight. writer in the Manchester Guardian, re
i
i Mr. Morton and 1 sat out for a long calling the first organ made by James
time last evening admiring It.”
Watt. It was a small chamber organ
"I suppose he is the fellow you are In form like a harmonium, which he
going to marry,” Rob growled. “I re- built for his own use. When he moved
to Birmingham the
member seeing him about the hotel.
organ was left be
he not?
One of hind and came Into the possession of
I Sort of a sissy, i
the minister and session of St. An
j those. Tin mamma’s boy. 1 sin. I can 1
drew’s church, Glasgow, of which
talk to the girls. I know how.’”
Watt had been a member. The Instru"Oh. aren’t >*ou horrid?” laughed
|
! Lydia. "1 think Mr. Morton Is very ! ment was used for weekly choir prae
tices, but was shrouded under a
j nice, Indeed."
green
“And quite ladylike, too.” Bob slight- I baize cover on Sundays, as though in
j
In
disgrace.
1806
permission to use il
; ingly added.
was refused by the
city council. Then
tnu re
not obliged to like him.”
1
one Sunday
afternoon, by pre-arrangej flashed Lydia.
ment, the church attempted to use the
"Certainly not. 1 say. Lydia. I’m goorgan without the council's consent.
ing away in the morning—very early.
An organist from a
neighboring EpisDo you care?"
copal church was called In. He played
"Is that so?” Her tone was banterthe organ while the lost
psalm was
"How disappointed the heap of
ing.
sung. There was so much excitement
nice girls will he. Such a bright, eligi- !
over the affair that a bitter controj hie young man.”
versy followed.
The presbytery deBob's tanned face burned redly and I clared
it was contrary to law and the
he gave his full attention to the oars.
constitution of the established church,
“I suppose It’s the other girl whom
and It was prohibited in all churches
you are going to see." she remarked
and chapels within their bounds.
Sixty
thoughtfully. "How glad she'd he!” years later St. Andrew's church
got its
"Deuce take the other girl!" broke first organ
peaceably.
from Bob’s lips Impatiently.
“Lydia, |
don’t you care the least little bit?"
j
Had Gat Mask for Watch.
Lydia’s pink cheeks grew a shade
If the Germans had had a better
deeper and her blue eyes twinkled sense of
j
efficiency and had spent more
brightly. “I wish you would explain." time on the
things that really counted,
she said, provokingly; “1 really do not
they might have fared better. For Inunderstand you."
stance. many German officers wasted
Bob ceased rowing and gazed at her
| hours hanging on their dugout walls
long and steadily. Then he turned Ida ! curtains and "God Bless
Our Home"
gaze thoughtfully across the river.
pictures, which were not at all ap“Arne’t we going In?" she pettishly
preciated when they were captured by
asked.
the allies.
Boh turned his face to Iter with a :
One careful German soldier had a
of
clow
determination In hi* clear,
gns mask made for his watch. This
I
brown eyes.
energy was wasted, for the watch is
“I'll tell you the name of the girl I
now in America.
The gas mask Is simply an outside
! love, if you will tell me the name of
| the chap you’re going to marry,” he case—one face of it glass so that the
informed her, rather cheerfully.
time will show through It—which
fastens tightly about the watch and
“Indeed." she returned frigidly; “you
allows nothing to go In or out.
needn't bother."
Of course a watch does not need a
“Come now. Miss Vane," he urged.
respirator, nose-clip, mouthpiece or
“I’m certain that you are dying to
chemical box.
know. I have her photo with me, too."
Popular Mechanics
j Lydia hesitated a moment, then she Magnzlne.
laughed half hysterically.
Itch! Itch! Itch!—Scratch! Scratch!
"Show me the photo," she said.
He drew it caressingly from an in- Scratch! The more you scratch, the
worse the itch.
Try Doan’s Ointment.
side pocket and held it out to her. Her
For eczema,any skin itching. «0c a box.
,
trembled
as
she
looked
at
lips
it. Then
their eyes met.
“You are the chap I am going to Subscribe for the American
marry,” she said softly.
*1.50 Per Year
Is

no

moon

tonight.”

|

j

j

ship

them

to

Shubert

“Shubert” Wants Maine Furs

All You Can Ship
Pay These Extremely High Prices
GET A SHIPMENT OFF-TODAY

And

N? I EXTRA

LARGE I

EXTRA TO AVERAGE

N?1

LARGE

EXTRA TO AVERAGE

N?l MEDIUM
| EXTRA TO AVERAGE

N?l SMALL
EXTRA TO AVERAGE

N? 2
MTOStfl SOIMUTY

MUSKRAT
Winter
Fail

4.50
3.50

to
to

4.00 3.50 to 3.00 2.75 to 2.50 225 to 2.00 1.75
3.00 2.85 to 2.35 2.25 to 1.85 1.75 to U5 1.50

125
1.00

to
to

MINK
Fine,

Dark
Usual Color

Pale

25.0Cto20.00 18.00 to 14.00 12.00 tolOOO 9.00 to 7.50 9.00 to 5.00
15.00 to 12.00 11.00 to 9.00 8.50 to 7 50 7.00 to 6.00 7.00 to 4.00
10.00 to 8.50 8.00 to 7.00 6.50 to 6.00 5.00 to 4.00 5.00 to 2.50

SKUNK.
N?I EXTRA LARGE
EXTRA

(

j

Black
Short
Narrow

Broad

TO AVERAGE

11.00 to 9.00
8.50 to 7.50
6.50 to 5.75
3.50 to 3.00

N?l

LARGE

EXTRA TQ

AVERAGE

N?1 MEDIUM

EXTRA

TO

8.50 to 7.75 7.50
7.00 to 6.00 6.25
5.50 to 4.75 4.50
2.75 to 225 2.00

AVERAGE

to
to
to
to

7.00
5.75
4.00
1.75

N^l

EXTRA TO

AVtBAGE

GOOD UNPRIME
AS TO

6.75 to 6.00
5.50 to 5.00
3.75 to 3.00
1.50 to 1.00

SUE

6

QUAll£

6.00 to 3.00
5.00 to 2.50
3.00 to 1.50
1.00 to .75

extremely high prices are based on the well-known ^HUBERT- liberal grading and an
quoted for immediate shipment. No. 3, No. 4, andotherwiseinferiorskinsat highest
market value
V
quotations on other Maine Furs, write for lb, »bnfcrrl SHpinr." the only reliable Wi
el
.rate market report and price list of its kind published. It's FREE--Write
far it.
A shipment to “SHUBERT” will result in “more money”
“quicker.”
SHIP
AU
YOUR
FURS
DIRECT TO
_

A. 13. S HUBE
THELARGESTHOUSE IN THE WORLD

DEALING EXCLUSIVELY IN

AMERICAN RAW FURS
W
Austin Ave.

Dept.

!

|
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25"27

|

2730Chicaqo,U.S.A.
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Much sympathy
Is felt for Capt.
L. W. Stewart and wife in the death
of their son Lorenzo at Bar Harbor.
The body was brought to Center for
burial.

Don't

prolong if>W|.,.
OooKl«, Ookfc.
Srtpp... Or*mw,

8wrT%P

Henry Gray of Southwest Harbor

Johnson’s
Anodyne
Liniment

in town last week and installed
the machinery in the shingle mill at
Center.
Miss

Julia

Bartlett

from

came

bon

8tnlu.

was

Massachusetts several weeks ago, to
for her mother, Mrs. Lois Bartlett, Centsr.
The pulpwood choppers on the F.
N. Sawyer
struck
operation
for
higher wages last week, deeming
$2.50 per cord inadequate.
Mr.
Sawyer
was
in
town
Saturday.
care

PWBWtptto.

In.

L

mkJ exten»«r3
|ern»l
J2 <»I
iworrt o( over 100

ss°s^s,Terr.^C,
healing
patolaillii1

Booming.

anodyne roon ,mto,
Jaw,1'*'*'*!
** ci
rely to

Betel y

Get
Well—

Some of the
men
return to
may
work.
Mr. Clough of Ellsworth, who was
obliged to return home owing to illness, will not be able to carry on the
work at the Whitcomb, Haynes &
ilongin life and quite lame
Whitney operation.
Mr. Cook, the -ains the ambition to his
new foreman, arrived Tuesday.
Friday he piled up one
ha»
Miss Bernice Ashley is at home
from Seal Harbor for the holidays.
!
A double birthdey
party was vi.
Ford and
Capt. Percy A. Perry of Rockport,
who is engaged in planting clams, is rhere ia quite a difference
in .
visiting his sister, Mrs. F. L. Hodg- j lKes, that of the former being
tnd of the
don. Center.
latter
one year
t
tamilies
Dec. 22.
were
N.
entertained at t
Ford's for dinner and
supper a
he birthday cakes were
served' wi
Marlboro.
ice-cream, at Mr. and Mrs
Brow
Miss Rosa Hodgkins has returned in the evening.
to her home here after an absence
Dec. 20.
of about a year.
"Jane."
Miss Louise Mclntire is at home
with her parents
for
the winter.
South Brroksville.
Miss Mclntire has been employed at
Russell G. Condon, who
j
has
Bar Harbor.
•mployed at Orono, is at home.
In the departure of Homer WilEugene Sanborn has moved hi
ber. Marlboro thought it would be
into the Ray C. Gray
without
a
blacksmith.
house.
However, family
The
schooner Chester T.
Otto Johnson seems to fill the posiWood
is
tion satisfactory.
Capt. Habson,
loaded with won.
tor
Rockport.
Mrs. Alice
Mclntire
was ill last
The schooner Joanna
week from a severe
head
trouble, j
Dnrgain
Mrs. Mclntire
fell
last
summer, j discharging freight from Belfast to
local
merchants.
her
is
head, and it
striking
thought
the recent trouble was a result of
Charles R. Gray and Jay
Condoi
this accident.
have moved their families to
Dari
Postmaster Hodgkins is one of Harbor.
Marlboro’s hustlers.
well
Dec.
20.
Although
|
c

MIssKsthe?^

?hW.

tJ! t

!•

■

mriiis

be railwayi of the Onited States are more than one-third.
Dearly one half, of all the railways of the world. They

farry a yearly traffic
any other country that

to
much greater than that of
there is really no basis for compartany two nations may be combined. and still it does not approach the commerce of
Amc.ira borne upon American railways.
—UnlttJ St*in laeessr Caw*(at.
son.

tury Ago, Declared Ita Playing
Contrary to Law.

ing the boat

j

-if you

in

Albert Gray has purchased a car.
Albert Gray has
purchased the
cottage of the late Howard Ober.
Herbert L. Sawyer attended State
grange in Bangor.

Indeed, the traffic of

Ask Any Doughboy Who
Was “Over There”
and he will tell you that American railroads are
the best in the world*
He saw the foreign roads
in England and
France, the best in Europe
and in other Continental coui.tries
and he knows.
The part railroads have played in the development of the United States is beyond measure.
American railroads have achieved high stand—

—

—

ards of
ous

public

by fay-sighted
capital, and by

service

investment of

of managers and
well done.

striving

men

and couragethe constant
for rewards for work

We have the best railroads in the world
must continue to have the best.

—

we

But they must grow.
To the $20,000,000,000

now invested in our
there will have to be added in the next
few years, to keep pace with the nation’s business,
billions more for additional tracks, stations and
terminals, cars and engines, electric power houses
and trains, automatic signals, safety devices, the
elimination of grade crossings
and for reconstruction and engineering economies that will reduce the cost of transportation.
To attract to the railroads in the future the investment funds of many thrifty citizens, the directing genius of the most capable builders and managers, and the skill and loyalty of the best workmen
in competition with other industries bidthe railroad
ding for capital, managers and men
industry must hold out fair rewards to capital, to
managers and to the men.
American railroads w'ill continue to set world
standards and adequately serve the Nation’s needs
if they continue to be built and operated on the
American principle of rewards for work well done.

railroads,

—

—

—

STiis advertisement is published by the
(dissociation oj Slailuxuf %xeeutivcL
Those desiring information concerning the railroad situobtain literature by writing to The Association of Railway Executives. 61 Broadway. New Yoik.
ation may

WAS ON THE VERGE
OF A BREAKDOWN.

atJtonfttarmtnte

HER AUNT’S WILL

HE NOW BELIEVES

,Copyrl*ht.

j

"If you persist In your intention to
marry this nobody." she said, “I will !
cut you out of my will and leave
the
money to charity. Was it to marry a
poor clerk that I gave you education
and accomplishments of the best?"

praising'

j

"Harry Is not a nobody," Rhoda InI dlgnantly retorted, “he Is a good man.
and true. And he will not
always be i
|1 a clerk. Ills
chosen business Is one
which promises steady advancement.
; Rut if it didn’t," the girl added vehej
mently, “I’d marry him just the same."
“No doubt," muttered Aunt Trimble
scornfully, “this Harry has not used
his dark romantic eyes in vain. Rut
If he were the man you think him to
he. he would never accept the sacrifice i

j

j

|

making."
“Sacrifice!” cried the girl, the blue
eyes gleaming. “Do you compare love
you are

Mrs. Maria Blood, with her young
ward Ethel Curtis, is visiting her
brother. E. W. Burrill.
Miss Hazel Cowing spent a few
in Brewer.
days last week
Mrs. W. w. Black is failing in

That we extend our sincere sympathy to the wife and relaour
deceased brother.
tives of
Resolved that our charter he draped
in mourning for a period of thirty
days, that a copy of thes resolutions
be sent to the family, a copy spread on
our records, and one sent to the Ellsworth American for publication.
■

Dec. 15.

B.

West Brooksvillc.
The young people held a sociable
Saturday evening, in I. O. O. F.
hall, which was well attended.
.Mrs. Sarah
Greenlaw
went
to
Rockland Monday to spend the holidays with friends.
Mrs. Harry Higgins of Portland
was a recent guest of Mrs. George
H. Tapley. She was called to Bellast by the illness of her nephew,
George O. Tapley.

George O. Tapley, who has been
11 of lockjaw in the Tapley hospital
Belfast several weeks, was able
his home in Portland
His
recovery is conddered remarkable, as his life was
of
some
lespaired
for
time.
Miss Emily M. Tapley left Saturay for O Aland, called there by the
eath of her
sister-in-law,
Mary
cuise, wife of John
S. Tapley.
Its. Tapley was well known here, a
evot d wife and mother, and the
topest sympathy is extended to
he e bereaved by her death.
Bellies her husband, she is survived
■v three young
daughters—Alice,
•a y and Jeanette.
The girls of the Congregational
mnday school met at the home of
us.
Herbert
Wescott
Saturday,
S.
it was voted to form the
:rls Friendly club.
There were
tjenteen present. The following
Beers were elected:
President,
,e' Farnham; vice-president. Kathhne
Tapley: secretary. Maybelle
lescott; treasurer, Shirley Hawes;
'fflmittee on work, Alean CumllnSs. Delma Tapley has charge of
1* small members. They will meet
'eT Saturday afternoon with Mrs.
‘Cscott.
IlM- 1b“Tomson.”

it

return to
ast
week.
o

Hast Franklin.

[John u, Hardison, the noted spar™r' who bas worked in the
ini >:T.for®bfpyards the past season, is
"

fne
I Aioert

the winter.

Hulbert of Bethel visited
r Parents last week.

®camtn°ns

and wife spent the
Wittl hi3 brother Everett in

itki

“’-Mass

B'nisdell is visiting her
*n Townsend and Spring-

&Nora Bunker and MMiss Marwho bave been
tvWOvth'
*ngton county,
Ir th.
JWholidays.
an

teachare home

ls in

v

Harriman has moved his
ij]r |mt°
the house owned by Erasfor the winter.
t
B.

lwU“k,er

hy man *s

king in his own
an unhappy
•er, u.i>IV.impure blo°d and sluggish
Burd»ck
Blood Bitters. On
»man, t 35
years.
*1.26 a bottle.

kht;

Pt«.

p

a

unhealthy

man

Astoria
infants
and

Children

*t^?r0V®r30Year8

I

!

side.

health.

P.esolved,

j

for him with an old house no mater
how grand and imposing?
Why. I’d
be happier In two rooms with my Harthan
ry.
mistress of all this es-tate.”
“lou shall have your wish then, ungrateful girl,” the Aunt said bitterly;
impulsively she tapped a bell at her

Dedham.

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

1*1». W.st.in Newspaper UnR.e,

fully.

medicine as I am an
jny material
advocate of 'New Thought’; but some
such a back attack of
time ago, I had
liter find Stomach Trouble that I gave
I did not have it and took
op thinking
‘Fruit-a-tives’ or Fruit Liver Tablets.
Most gratifying was the result. It
relieved my liver and stomach
trouble, cleaned up my yellowish
complexion and put new blood in
‘Fruit-a-tives’ is the highest
my body.
result of ‘New Thought’ in medicine”.
A. A. YOUNG.
60c. a box, G for $2.50, trial size 25c.
At dealers or from FRUIT-A-TIVES
Limited, OGDENSBUKG, N. Y.

Whereas, Death has again entered
our order, removing our brother. Edwin S. Moore, therefore, be it
in
the
Resolved, That
death
of
Brother Moore, New Century grange
has lost a worthy and esteemed mcm-

“For five years before I took
TanI suffered from stomach
trouble
bad that I was
beginning to think
l had a
hopeless case,” said Mrs. A.
H. Phillips. 26 Fourth
st., Bangor,
Me., to a Tanlac representative the
other day.
/ suffered so long from nervous
indigestion," continued Mrs. Phillips,
that I was almost a
complete nervous and physical
wreck, and last,
spring my condition was so bad that
1 suffered a long spell of
sickness
that verged on a complete breakdown
Often I had severe attacks of
indigestion, and when they came on
me, I would simply have to quit eating for as long as a week at a time,
and 1 lost so much in weight that X
looked almost like a frame
1 suffered terribly from shortness of
breath, and since my sickness last
spring, my nerves got in such an awful condition and 1 was so weak that
I came near suffering another
breakdown
“I read in the paper about Tanlac
and saw where other people with
cases nearly like mine were
being
helped so wonderfully that I thought
Tanlac might help me too.
Well sir,
since taking Tanlac it seems too
good to be true, why I feel better
than I have in five years and I'm
gaining back my lost weight and
strength as fast as I can.
I can eat
things I didn’t daretouch before and
I- don’t suffer from those attacks of
indigestion any more and my nerves
are steady.
Before I took Tanlac I
couldn't walk to town without having to stop and rest, and now to-day
I have walked down town three times
and what's more I don't feel the
least bit tired.
I just feel so happy
over my wonderful improvement that
I can hardly contain myself, and I
don't hesitate one minute to recommend Tanlac and recommend it in
the highest terms.”
laniac is sold in Ellsworth by E.
C. Moore, in Bar Harbor by West
End Drug Co., in Mt. Desert by A. C.'
in Bucksport
Fernald.
by R. B.
Stover, in Bluehill by W. I. Partridge
in Tremont by O. M. Kittredge, in
Brooklin by George F. Gott, in Sedgwick by Jno. W. Paris, in Gouldsboro by I. McDonald,
in Northeast
Harbor by Chas. N. Small.—Advt.

“Get
the

j

Mr. Timmons, my lawyer on
’phone,” she commanded the maid

who answered. “Tell him my business
is immediately important.
I wish to
change my will.”
A man’s figure came quickly through
the hall.
“I could not help hearing,” said a
grave voice, “what ha? just been said.
Your voices carried, as I came up.”
The young man turned a white face
upon the girl, his eyes were tragic.
“And Rhoda,” he went on, “your aunt
Is right about my selfishness in allowing you to make this sacrifice. I—
can’t take you this way dear; I’m but
a poor clerk after all, and I have not
the courage to face those ‘two rooms’
of which you spoke, for your home.
After all the luxury of your bringing
up, in your heart, you would ?oon re-

proach me. But, neither can I give
you up dear. Won’t you wait Ithoda,
until I see my way perhaps to better
things? I exact no promise; you’shall
be free to choose, but-”
The old lady leaned forward, rustling in her silks.“You hear your lover,” she said
sharply. “Even he at last realizes the
barrier between.
You can give him
your promise of waiting, without being
actually bound. Then, when Mr. Timmons arrives, I ?hnll say that his presence is not needed.
My will shall remain as it is, with you as sole legatee.”
With burning cheeks the girl stood
regarding them both—the trembling
old aunt, the sorrowful lover.
“You may do as you wish with your
will, Aunt Trimble,” she said quietly.
“And you, Harry, may renounce me if
I have no wish to wait for
you will.
a more successful suitor—for that I
suppose is what the ‘waiting’ amounts
to.” She left the room before either
could reply.
The man bowed to the old woman
in her ehalr and went sadly down the
hall and out Into the street.
When
In?
endeavored upon the following
morning to see his sweetheart, and to
make u further plea for her own interests, he was met by the discouraging
announcement that Rhoda had secretly departed from her aunt’s dwelling
the night before, leaving only a brief
message to the effect that she had gone
away to “earn her living.”
The aunt looked white and worn
when Harry Amsden sought her out.
“Rhoda has left us completely in
the dark as to her whereabouts,” she
said wearily, “but, she will come
back.”
Rhoda did not come back. Harry's
own search for her was unavailing.
The girl had apparently been lost
among the many brave workers of
whose lives she had heretofore known
nothing.
Hopelessly, from time to time, the
lover sought the stern old woman. An
occasional communication came from
Rhoda at various places. She was evidently using chance friends to mall
her letters from different points. The
messages told them merely that she
The
wns
well and self-supporting.
last brought a slight clue, which Harry
followed immediately to success.
Rhoda greeted him wan and joyouseyed, from behind the head of a customer upon whom she had been trying various hats. But Harry did not
leave his love, thereafter, until he
brought her home with him as his wife.
He had telegraphed Aunt Trimble
as
soon as Rhoda had been found.
Later he sent word of their marriage ; but when the two ascended in
some
trepidation the steps of the
stately old mansion, Mr. Timmons, the
the lawyer, met them at the door.
“Your Aunt Trimble went happily
to sleep last night,” he told them. “It
Is a sleep from which she will never
And then Rhoda and her
awaken.”
husband sat, still solemn in their wonder, In the old library. Mr. Timmons
to them.
Your aunt wished me to tell you
without ceremony," he said solemnly,
“of the changes In her will. She wanted
It understood that the will was altered
the day that Harry Amsden made his
The entire estate and
renunciation.
fortune was bequeathed to him with
the wording:
a compliment In
‘Had I met in my youth a man like
Harry Amsden,’ wrote your aunt, ’I
ahould not have lived my life single.’
came

Alonzo Blake

so

•1

Aunt Trimble leaned back in her
chair and regarded her niece wrath-

N. Y.

Mrs. Jennie White of Passadumkeas is visiting her brother. Gerald
Thompson.
At the meeting of New Century
13.
the
Dec.
following
grange
Master, Clifofficers were elected:
ford L. Burrill: overseer. Maurice
Hazel
lecturer.
Miller;
Cowing;
assistant
steward. Everett Cook;
steward. Walter Gray;
chaplain,
Warren Miller; treasurer, E. W. BurGerald
secretary,
rill;
Thompson:
gate-keeper, Richard Emery: Ceres.
Burrill:
Pomona.
Marion
Bertha
Black; Flora, Hattie Miller; lady
Helen
Black.
assistant steward,

Phillips Was So Run Down She
Thought Her Case Was Hopeless.

lac

-''

Teacher Of “New
Healed By Fruit Over Tablets
“I am not in the habit of

Mrs.

By JACK LAWTON.

H'ERIlipVES”
Thought"
Schenectady,

North Orland.
Mrs.
Minnie
White is
with
friends in New York for the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Moore and
little Gladys spent the week-end in
Holden.
of East

Alton Grindle made a short visit
at his home here last week. Since
he returned from oversea last
June,
he has been working at his trade of
painting and paper-hanging in Bath.
He will enter a military school in
Boston to-day.
All wish him success in his
studies
for a marine

draughtsman.
Dec. 17.

B.

Hollis Rjou has purchased of Colson
Bobbins the .1 ..Rug formerly
owned by W. '4. lCoarirdsen.
MissAnnie Gott has returned from
Pittsburgh, Pa., accompanied by her
niece and husband, Mr. and Mrs.
Miller.
They will remain through
the winter.
Dec. 17.
p. M.
-o-

Frenchboro.
Miss Evelyn Osier and her brother
Willard are home from Kents Hill
for the holidays.
Miss Alice
Ross
has closed her
.school at Eagle island, and is hofne.
Miss Sylvia Lunt, who has been
working in Camden since she graduated last June, is home.
Mrs. Flora Rice and her brother,
I
; Will Lunt, spent a few days recently
! in Rockland.
Dec. 16.
G.
I
1

Motor

him
health.
see

Rob and Guy Carlisle and Otis
Conary left Tuesday for up-river.
a

Frank Conary, who has been lame
long time, is able to be out.
Dec. 22.

home

and

and Mrs. M. J. Foss.
Much sympathy is felt for Alex
Petrie in the loss of his wife (Maggie
Smith). Mrs. Petrie had been in
poor health several years, yet her
death came unexpectedly.
Dec. 22.
H.

J. B.Havey is home from North
Jay, where he has been employed.
Mrs. Ada Blaisdell and nephew,
Chester
Burris, spent Friday and
Saturday in Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. John Bagley returned from Seal Harbor Tuesday.
Mrs. Howard Bunker went to Bangor Friday to accompany home her
husband, who was recently operated
upon at the East Maine general hospital. His many friends are glad to

South Bluehill.

Irving Collins and wife are receiving congratulations on the birth of a
daughter, born Dec. 4.
Mrs. Abram Duffy has returned
from a visit to Boston and Ne^|
Hampshire.
Dec. 17.
O.
j
Subscribe for the American

$1.50 Per Yea$

Gasoline
is to buy from the
dealers listed be-

sold under the

low.

name“gasoline.”

only SOCONY

SDCDNY
MOTOR

measures

up

to

quality standards

They

sell

—uniform, pure,
powerful. Look
for the
Red,

[re G. U. S. RAT-OFF 7_

gasoline you buy

White and Blue

So-CO-ny Sign.

WSOLIHE

j;

L

The Sign of a
Reliable Dealer

C0.°-i

and the World’s
Best Gasoline

STANDARD OlLCO.S N.Y.
j

DEALERS WHO SELL SOCONY MOTOR GASOLINE

William Wentworth has moved his
family to Bucksport for the winter.
Mrs. Aurilla Higgins is spending
the winter with her daughter, Etta
Dunbar.

George Robertson of Orono spent
the week-end with his parents.
Mrs. John Roberts died at her
home in Orland Friday,Dec. 12, after
a
long illness. She leaves a husband. one daughter, Mrs. Arnold
M. Wyman, and a granddaughter,
Jane Wyman, a son, George B. Roberts. a sister, Mrs. Wiliam Soper, a
brother, George A. Wardwell, and a
stepbrother, Leander Perkins.
Alonzo Blake has gone to West
Orland to spend the winter with his
son.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Mason are
at East Lake, Fla., for the winter.
M.
Dec. 17.
Penobscot.
The annual inspection of Penobscot chapter, O. E. S., was held at
Masonic hall Friday evening, Dec.
12. The degrees were conferred upon
After the work
Mrs. Elmer Leach.
of the evening, a short recess was
which
preparations
ordered, during
were made for the installation of
Mrs. Julia Vickery, D. D.
officers.
G. M.. of Belfast, installed the newly-elected officers In a pleasing manMrs. Vickery was presented
ner.
with a set of ice-cream plates in
recognition of her splendid service to
Refreshments were
the chapter.
served.
Fred Wardwell, fire warden, has
finished his work for the season, and
is home for the winter.
Mrs. Alma Gray, who is spending
with her
the winter in Bluehill
is the
daughter, Mrs. Ash. Clough,
guest of Mrs. H. C. Perkins.
a
Ivan Perkins has returned from
Middleweek’s visit in Boston and
town, Conn.
AroosMrs. M. A. Wardwell is in
the interest
took county this week in
Star.
of the order of the Eastern
“Woodlocke.
Dec. 17.
-o--

Egypt.

Linscott is assisting at
house of
arpenter work on the new
JuncIr. Gatcomb of Washington
lon.
at
Miss Ruth Sawyer is employod
West Franklin.
Gordon’s,
'yler
closed here December 12,
George

School

two weeks.
Dec. 15.

or

Ellsworth:
C. L. Morantr
II.

Silvy &
B. Estey

Ells.

Foundry

& Machine Works

H. F. Wescott
O. P. Torrence
H. W. Morang
C. W. Grindal

Linnehan

E. E. Rowe

Ellsworth Falls:
A. W.

Salisbury

Whitcomb, Haynes

H. L. IJanico

&

Whitney

North Ellsworth
Bluehill:

J. B. Bettel
C. F. Wescott,

Austin Chatto
I. E. Stanley

jr..

F. L. Nason

F. L. Greene
A. R. Conary
F. A. Bowden

East Bluehill
South Bluehill
Brooklin

G. M. Allen & Son
W. H. Stover

Sedgwick

North

North Brooksville

S. H. Hawes
F. W. Gray
F. B. Sylvester
Daniel McKay

West Brooksville
West

Sedgwick

South Bluehill

Surry

Franklin:

L. C. Bragdon
Gott & Hanson
Eastbrook

B. E. Rankin
Bros
C. J. Murch
H. H. Hopkins

Dyer

Trenton

Lamoine:
H. L. Smith
W. C. Wallace
G. W. Colwell & Co.
H. W. Johnson
Louis Jordan
Howard Crosby
Alden K. Haslam

J. Sherman

Douglas

E. M. King
South Hancock
Hancock
Mt. Desert

in

Jay Friday. They were accompanied
as far as Bangor by Mrs. J. B. Havey

L.

North Sullivan.
Friends of N. H. Williams are glad
to know he is improving daily, and
hope to see him home soon.

The best way to
be sure that the

improved

Mrs. Louisa Newman is keeping
house for Mrs. Ada Williams while
she is in Bangor with Mr. Williams.
Mrs. James E. Havey and sons
Maurice and Ralph left for North

days.

yy esgjLL I

Awidevarietyof
mixtures is being

j

car.

West Surry.
Miss Abbie Trundy, who is teaching in Milo came home for the holi-

SOCONY

j

new

L F.” Medicine Co., Portland, Maine.

The Sign of Service

Miss Muriel Tripp, a student at
Castine normal school, is at home
for two weeks.
Miss Harriette Emery is spending
the winter with Mrs. Gertrude Clark
and attending high school.
George W. Mayo, W. M. of Mt.
View
is
grange,
attending State
also Mrs. G. N. Rich and
grange;
Mrs. Walter Clark.
Mrs. Judith Kittredge is in town
for a brief stay before going to Banj gor to spend the winter with her son
Raymond.
i
Guy Lunt of Beech Hill has
rented the farm of the late R. W.
Haynes, and moved his family there.
William Richards has returned
from Melrose, Mass., where he went
to
spend
Thanksgiving with his
three nephews,
recently returned
from France.
Dec. 15.
M.

:

You may experiment with many so-called wonderful new discoveries for the
cure
of Dyspepsia, Liver trouble, or
Constipation,—you may spend many hard earned
dollars for the widely advertised pills, powders or tablets, and
after
)
^
.trying them all you may find yourself practically no better than
when you commenced. There is one safe,
reliable, housespeedy,
hold remedy, which has been prepared and sold in Maine for
more
than sixty years, and which has
given relief to thousands of sick and
suffering persons—the true and original “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine.
I he dose is small and
easily taken, the action is prompt and sure.
Doubtless your Mother or Grandmother kept it
always in the house
for
use
in
time
of trouble, and you will be glad to get back
ready
to it, after a series of disappointments.
Get a bottle today and be
prepared to ward off sickness. Fifty cents at your dealer’s.
The

Webster are in Boston with the Osprey for repairs.

Bangor.

East Orland.
Mrs. Kate Pickering has gone to
Orono for the winter.
the
George Snow has moved to
farm.
Willard Lunt has purchased a

Old-time remedy

McKinley.
George Murphy has moved his family into Van Tanner’s house.
Capt. Watson Thurston and Edwin

West Eden
Mrs. Agnes Mayo and Miss Octavia Hamor spent the week-end in

j

Orland is

spending the winter with his granddaughter, Mrs. Leslie Johnson.

ihbn t;»euu,u»

Ferry

Aurora

Waltham

STANDARD OIL COMPANY of NEW YORK

The

Jade Earrings

They

were

curiously

made, two
pendant halls of delicate silver (111gree, and within each a sphere of jade
In deepest, purest sea green.
Mrs. Lambert watched them with *
certain fascination as they dangled
from the ears of her caller. There was
the same shade of green in Wanda's
eyes, the same suggestion of finished
craftsmanship in her entire makeup,
from her perfectly fitted walking boots
to her straight, dark eyebrows and
smooth, glossy hair. She hardly caught
what the girl was saying until she
realized that Oliver was observing her

1

j
,

slender silver wire chut held it in place.
Working resolutely, she succeeded
ir severing hoth and drew the wires
tenderly through the iuilamed, purpling
flesh.
Oliver entered ns she tossed
the trinkets on the linen scurf, his eyes
filled with apprehension.
“They can't detect h trace of anything.*’ he begun. “She’s simply wasting away. What are you doing?’’
In a glance he realised what she had
done, and picked up the Jude earrings.
Examining them closely he gave a quick
exclamation.
The wires at one end
branched into tiny, needle-pointed ends
like antennae, and the larger wire
which pierced the ears was hollow. As
he held it a globule of moisture gathered. like steam on a glass.

Azimuth-Ann
By M. McCULLOCH-WTLLIAMS

((g), 1J1S. by McClur* N©wipaper •radtcpt*.) !
Azimuth-Ann bore witness alike to
her mother’s ear for the unusual ami
her filial piety.
“Maw, she wouldn’t
never git over it if thar wasn’t Ann
somewhars in baby’s name," she had
"But I do
confided to her visitors.
like names that sound tasty—Ann never was pinch to my mind.”
So Azimuth-Ann toiled up the years,
through croups, measles, school, first
love and getting religion,
weighted
with her name. By the time she was
nineteen it had shrunk in all mouths
to Azan—the faintest pause after the
Az. Still it was sufficiently afflictive—
all the more so that Granny, resenting
Azimuth, had left her whole string of
gold beads, no less her chain and locket. to little Ann, her next eldest grandchild. That was a shame—little Ann,
dark-skinned and pnle-halred. matched
the heirlooms so ill. But since she had
inherited also a fine farm, money in
bank, also her dead father's thrift, the
neighborhood did not say out loud she
was
homely—but thought it all the
harder.
Azan was another sort—a gypsy
beauty, with big black eyes and cheeks
like a Jac rose.
Graceful withal—
her dancing was worth watching—
walking she moved as lightly as the
bird on wing. Bright things transfigured her. In her long, red coat and
hat looped with gold braid she looked
another creature than the slim girl in
brown calico, somewhat faded, who
came to the furmhouse door in answer
to Milby's hallo.

‘‘Look after Wanda,” he said sternly. *Tni going to have this stuff analysed. This seems to be one method
the orient has of showing its appreciation.”
The door closed behind him and
Wanda opened her eyes. A shiver of
dread passed over her as she saw the
earrings on the stand beside the bed

‘‘It was my fault.” she whispered,
Mrs. Lambert l ent over her ten“I never want to see the far Bast
again. I feel as if I had had some derly. *‘I love jewelry. I was nice
to him just so he would give me some
awful overdose of one of their queer
narcotics.
We were in Siam for two of the beautiful things he had, and
months, and after that China, and then i then he hated me when I told lam I
Japan. Oliver says he never knew be- was leaving China for home. I never
He
thought he would he serious.
fore the happy, happy heathen could
seemed like one of his own queer lituse so many lead pencils."
“Eighteen thousand in Seoul alone tle ivory images—”
Her voice died away, as she slipped
on one order." grinned Oliver.
“I have
Into a quiet, natural sleep.
Oliver
no kick coming.
It isn't everybody
came
back, his gray eyes keen and
W'ho can run a successful honeymoon
anxious.
He leaned over the slender
on a business basis.”
figure on the bed
“Successful 1” Wanda
neg-

amusedly.

as

J

shrugged
ative shoulders.
“I hardly saw anything of you, you were chasing customers so. It was fearfully slow for
me.”
"Until you struck Yokohama.” Oliver
“She keeled over
put in meaningly.
one of the highest mandarins in the
province, sis. Regular prineelet; edu-

yearningly.

“We’ll take her away, out into the
country’ with you. Lou. and get this
Infernal, subtle poison out of her system.
Doctor Rand seems to know
what it is. He says it’s an old trick
of the Hindoos and Burmese, and a
pet form of annihilating one's enemy

by degrees."
“Bu; you can reach out and punish
this man surely?” exclaimed Mrs.
Lambert.
He smiled, brushing back
Wanda’s curls softly from her face.

!

!

j
J

;
;

j

"Oh. indeed! Joe. you mustn’t tell
family secrets!” Milby whispered back
—and fell to looking at the fire, conscious that he was unreasonably angry,
hut not admitting to himself the reason

for It.

The revelation had come Saturday
afternoon late. Father was away, out
j hunting despite the snow. Milhy ought
to have gone with him, but had stayed
,
behind. At dark the hunter came
i home, loaded with fur and fenther,
also evidently in high good humor. He
said nothing outright, only hurried
Night was falling cold after a raw through supper, and after it put a half
bushel of yarns to roast.
Then he
and gusty November day. Mllby, an
outlander, hopelessly lost in the hill made up the big room fire, chuckling
hard as he did it.
It was hardly in
country, had been genuinely relieved
by sight of chimney smoke. Very short- full blaze before the dogs howled In
ly he found himself sitting beside a chorus, gay shouts rang above the howlblazing log fire, his numbed hands rest- ings, and fnther. Hinging wide the door,
ing In a pan of cold water, w hich Azan ! rushed outside saying over his shoulder to Milby, “You’ve done seen er
snowstorm—now
we'll
show ye a
storm of emother sort."
Thus began
the storm party—a
dozen young men and women, with
two fiddlers, who had aimed to take
the household by surprise. Fnther
had somehow- got wind of it—hence
the haste and tiie potato roast.
He
knew there were friedeakes and suusnge enough for ail already in hand:
cider likewise, and cofTee for the making. Proudly hospitable as he was
thriftless, he Joyed to see the crowd.
Azan darted upstairs at the first sound
of it and came down cloaked and hatted, saying with the most natural air
of surprise, “Weil. I am glad to see
somebody about! .lest had thought I’d
run down to Jenningses—but now of
course I'll be mighty glad to stay."

j

“Too late now, sis,” he said. “Mong
Toy died while we were coming to
Frisco. If it hadn’t been for you. his
little fuse of revenge would have
burned out her life.”

GRASPED FAME AND FORTUNE
How

j
j

Jack Betts. a might; hunter and Indifferent farmer, often bore him company
In the big room, where he slept hi
state, long after the others were In
bed. Jack was no dullard, only a misfit pioneer, born a hundred years too
late. He would have braved and conquered the real wilderness. Here In n
stranded eddy of wild country, he was
thwarted and stunted. But he did not
know
the
It—that
made part of
tragedy. Mllby saw that Aran was
coming to know It—of her father, and
of herself uo less.
She had told him wistfully of the
people "down on the river.” They had
bottom lands, fine houses, fine clothes,
even pianos.
Llttle-Ann was of them
—It was by visits to her Azan knew
the difference.
No. she was not going there again—uo matter about reasons—it was just so. Then Mrs. Betts
had explained, solely through the medium of significant nods and winks,
which left Mtlhy more than ever bewildered. But Jacks;, the biggest boy,
to whom Milby was little short of a
demigod, said disgustedly in his ear,
when the nodding and winking ended:
“Maw thinks she's the slyest—but I
bet you don't know now no roore'n
shucks what she’s heen tellin’ ye—erbout Llttle-Ann hatin’ Azan on account er Joe Hume.
He runs the mill,
Sown yander, and Little-Ann’s mind Is
sot on him—but ever sence he seen
Azan—why he's been keepln’ the path
hot here.

Gardtner on One Lucky AfterAchieved Both Highly
Desired Possessions.

noon

Here is no interesting story about
the origin of that most beautiful of
flowers, the American Beauty rose.
The late Hon. George Bancroft, besides being a historian and scholar,
was one of the first amateur rose growers in
America.
Every year he imported cuttings from the leading flower
growers of Europe. The king of Prua
sia—when old Kaiser William was
king—allowed the American historian
to have a slip of whatever he might
fancy in the royal conservatories. Mr.
Bancroft’s gardener used to cultivate
some of his roses in an old house away
out on F, or perhaps it was G street,
above Twenty-second street, in the
West end of Washington. D. C.
Mrs.
Grant had a florist named Field ir.
charge of the White House couserva- ;
tory. He was a rose grower of rare i
merit and skill in his artistic work.
One day he happened into the old
building where Mr. Bancroft’s garWatched Them as They Dangled From
dener potted his plants and budded his
the Ears of Her Caller.
roses.
Over in a corner he observed
a rose of a variety
utterly unknown
cated at Harvard, finished at Oxford;
to him and of wonderful size and perregular diplomatic chap, with the finest
fection in form and color.
“Where
pearl and jade business in southern
Wanted Them All to See Her New
did this come from?” he carelessly inChina.”
Finery.
quired of his rose-growing confrere.
“He gave me my earrings," Wanda
“Oh, it is an offshoot from some cutsaid, consciously blushing. “Don't you
had fetched him, while a huddle of
tings we imported from Germany,” the
think they're pretty. Louise?”
sturdy children stared at him from the
man replied.
It was evident to Mr.
“Exquisite. I was admiring them.”
opposite corner and exchanged awed
Field that the other did not in the
‘Tm going to have them filed off of
yet audible
whispers among themleast comprehend the value of the new
her ears;” Oliver rose and crossed over
selves.
plant. After some talk Mr. Field
to the willow chair in the sunlight,
Mrs. Betts, their mother, had laid
bought the cuttings he had seen for $5.
her sewing across her knee, to engage
looking down at his bride critically. A
year thereafter, when he had propa“Did you notice, Lou, Hong Soy did
In affable converse with the stranger.
gated his new purchase and became
her the honor of adjusting them in her
“From up no'th?
How funny—whut
convinced that he had a new and very
ears himself, and there's a trick about
could folks that lived in town, or
valuable variety of rose, which he
the fastening. She hasn’t been able to
handy by it, wanter come down In the
named the American Beauty, he sold
take them off since we sailed."
hills for? Nothin' ter see, sir. Nothin’
his find for $5,000, the most wonderful
a-tall. To be sho, thar wus circuses
“And they hurt just a little bit,”
result of the investment of $5 on recWanda complained prettily. “He told
once In so often down at the Cross
ord. To follow his luck a little furme they would bring me luck. They’re
Roads.
Father, he's up and said all
ther, Mr. Field invested his easily
not Chinese.
the children might go next time. And
They were made in earned $5,000 in lands near
WashingBurmah.”
next time was next week—actually
ton, which in a little less than three
them brats hadn't done nothin’ much
Save for admiring the earrings, the years were sold for
$50,000. Truth is
since they knowed it. but eat and sleep
matter slipped from Mrs. Lambert’s
sometimes stranger than fiction.
and talk erbout it. Yes—she was goin’
mind completely in the weeks that fol—in spite o’ belongin'—and the preachlowed. She only saw her brother and
Addition to World's Minerals.
er not likin' of it over-well. The baby
Wanda occasionally, as they lived in
A new mineral has been discovered
wasn't weaned, so he Jest couldn't go
town at a hotel, while she had her
in Siberia.
The discovery was made
country home out at sleepy little Snug by a hunter on the shore of Lake onless ids mammy did—and she didn’t
Cove, on the North Shore. Then one Baikash. and the mineral has been believe in bein’ partial—not to big chilmorning, about four, the telephone bell named balkashite. It has the appear- dren nor little uns."
rang sharply. It was Oliver’s voice in
ance of dark brown rubber and when
Milby agreed with her oo every
quick distress.
Ignited it burns with a strong flame, point, smiling to himself over the human comedy.
His aching hands were
“Wanda’s been taken very ill. Can
leaving about 2 per cent ash. When
you drive right in, Lou? Looks like
placed in water it becomes a mass eased, and as he put down the pan
Azan bent from behind him, snatched
poisoning.”
very much like paraffin.
it and darted away. But he caught a
“From what?” she asked anxiously.
"Can you tell?"
How About Russian.
glimpse of her face, flushed, humiliated. scornful. It gave him a curious
“Not a sign of anything. She’s not
Johnny had been home from school
thrill—one that ought to have warned
with a bad cold, and when he returned
been well since we saw you last—slow
uneven
fever, listless,
respiration, to his lessons he took hts teacher a him to ride on n way before he was
everything. I’m worried sick over her. note from his mother, saying: “John- tempted to make love. It did no such
thing. He stayed on over night, through
ny is well enough now to do his work,
Hurry up.”
next day's snowstorm, and the day
Be had two specialists working over but please keep him out of the French
Wanda when Mrs. Lambert arrived. class; he still has a sore throut and
after, crystal-clear but with a bitter
wind. He had taken the whole family
The girl lay In a state of coma, emit- even
English hurts him."—Boston
captive. The children ran over him,
ting a deep tremulous sigh every now Post.
and then, and evidently suffering.
feeling In every pocket, playing with
Where the Grocer Was.
his watch, hts knife, aghast over his
After the men had left the room for
Doris’ mother was in the habit of orthe consultation, Wanda opened her
pen—“the stick that made marks 'ithHer hands lifted meekly, undering Tier bread at Smith's grocery. out dippin’,” the three Initialed handeyes.
One dny while entertaining callers they
kerchiefs he had by good chance supsteadily to her ears.
heard Doris in the next room talking
“Take those things out,” she whisplied to himself, most of all the ring
through her toy telephone, asking Cenupon his finger.
pered. “I know—’’
tra! for Smith’s grocery, when she
It touched him that the handkerShe slipped back into the drowsy
chiefs had been abstracted while he
state again, the words dying In a deep called: "Mother, Mr. Smith Isn’t at
home.”
“Where
do
you suppose he laj”
slept, and laid back ere he awoke dellsigh. On the dressing table was a
replied the mother. Doris answered:
manicure file, and without hesitation
cately clean. It was the same with his
“Why. he's up in heaven getting aw
neks—his shoes moreover were kept
Louise lifted the Jade peadant from
dally bread.”
at mirror polish.
one ear lobe and began filing at the
Father, otherwise

|

Milby smiled covertly over the artless maneuver—she wanted them ail
to st-e her new finery.
He had known
hefore she was henuttful—now he understood what her beauty might mean
to him.
"I'll he hack in two shakes of
er sheep’s tail." she called
gayly, turning to go upstairs again. But a tail,
handsome young feliow harred her
way, saying humbly : “Come with me.
Azan—you know- you halfway pramIsed.
I thought It would lie fine to
steal ye frum yer folks—but by the
Lord. I want to take ye boldly—in the
face o’—everybody.”
The fiddlers cheeked their tuning up
—silence as of the grave fell everywhere. Even the shuffling children
stood
stock-still.
Little-Ann, brave
In her gold beads, her chain and locket,
and a gorgeous blue gown, wrung her
hands voicelessly, her dull face ashen.
Azan turned about, her eyes starry, her
cheeks like damask rases.
"I cain’t
come. .Toe,” she said low hut dearly.
“I’ve been wicked—takin’ you frum
Little-Ann. I
didn't
know—aothin’
about—love—then," the words coming
hard.
“Now—I know—it’s worse’ll a
murderer. You go back to her.
She
deserves ye.”
“How- come you ter learn?” Joe de-

mnnrfrd fiercely, making a step toward
the girl.
She looked appealingly at
Milhy and dropped her head. With a
bound he was beside her, holding both
her hands and saying to the rest: “If
indeed I have taught her. It is because
I first learned the lesson myself.”
Animal* That Blueh.
In spite of the admiration expressed
by poets for a blush, it is, after all only
a rush of blood to the face,
caused by
modesty or some other emotion. Animals blush, too. through fear, but the
poets say nothing abont them.
Horses blush In their ears, especially the left one. When a horse Is frightened his left ear will be found to be
This Is also the
very much swollen.
case with rabbits.
Cows and similar animals blush
Just
above the hoof, while the dog uses his
tail for this purpose.. When a
dog is
frightened his tail hangs limp, as he
has lost control over it.
Even Insects blush.
They do It In
their antennae, or feelers.
Tree* of Sorrow.
The Persian “Trees of Sorrow” are
so called because they bloom
only at
night. When the first star appears In
the sky the first flower opens and as
the evening advauces more and more
buds burst Into bloom until the lovelv
tree appears to be one vast flower. It
has a delicate fragrance not unlike
the scent of the evening primrose. As
the dawn approaches the flowers
begin
to fade until by sunrise not a
bloom is
to be seen.

Records for Christmas Gifts
Why Not Buy the Best?

They cost
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you

and comparison will show
is worth while.
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scarce ones.

Blowing

Bubbles.
Avalon.
Till We Meet Again.
My Baby's Arms.
Beautiful Ohio.
Mulberry Rose.
How Are You Going to
Wet Your
Whistle?
How You Going to Keep ’em Down on
the Farm?
Eyeo That Say 1 Love You.

Mammy o' Mine.
Annie

Laurie.

Silver Threads Among the
Gold
Old Black
Joe.
When You and I

Were Young,

DA.YCe RECORDS,
Gink. Who Did I
Fidgity Feet. Jerry.
Mandy.
Peter

Waiting.

Mandy.
Carry Me Back to Ole Virginy.

Royal Vagabond.

Victor, Edison and Gen nett Disc Records
Edison, Ambrola Cylinder Records
Machines from $25.00 to

$300.00

E. F. ROBINSON
Registered Optometrist
Brooklin.
and by whom he was tenderiv
I
D.
Blake
of
Provi- for during his last illness.
Charles
He
eaves two daughters,
dence, R. I., is visiting his mother,
Mrs. EvereU
Mrs, E. H. Bridges.
.Cousins and Miss Rachel
Bridge,
Hitchins
and Funeral services were held at
Samuel
of Orono
Blake
were
in town
last Baptist church Friday afternoon
Foster
ReT
week.
Mr.
Hitchins was formerly Chester Sm.th of Penobscot
Naskeag lodge attended in a
the sardine inspector at the can- Ing.
neries here apd at South Bluehili. body, and performed the burial ser
vice at the grave.
The floral tribute,
Miss Ethel Tainter, who has been
were beautiful.
The sympathy of
atendlng commercial college at Banall“
out
goes
to the family.
gor, is home.
Dec. 22.
“Cue
Femme."
Frederick Cole. jrTTls home from
—--U. of M., for the holidays.
Miss Marjorie Kane has gone to
TVrntou.
Boston to work.
Mrs. Joseph Banzaninia and
babv nf
Mass., are
Mrs. Eugene Kane, who has been Pittsfield.
Visiting her
mother
Mrs.
Roy Davis
visiting her brother at Dorchester,
Mass., is home.
Madison
Davis,
U.
of M.
i,
Frank J. Staples, who hasbeen at spending
his
vacation
with his
home several weeks, has returned to mother. Mrs. Reuben Davis.
Lewiston.
It was with deep regret that
the
Miss Reed, the trained nurse who community
learned
Friday of the
has been at Frank J. Staples' several death of George Haynes.
He was
weeks, has returned to Bangor.
taken to the Bar Harbor hospital the
and died
Miss Esther Pease is visiting her day before
during the
The body was brought here
aunt, Mrs. Austin Chatto, at Blue- night.
Sunday, and services were held at
hill Falls.
the church.
Interment in the famThe Christmas sale of small articles held by the Wabanaki Camp ily lot beside his wife, w ho died last
Mr. Haynes leaves four
Fire Girls Saturday afternoon was January.
children, one brother and two sissuccessful.
Proceeds, $10.
ters. who have the sympathy of all.
Mrs. Edwin Cole, who has been
Mrs. Anna Anderson was called to
very ill of pneumonia, is much betDenver, Col., last week by the seriter.
ous Illness of her sister
Mrs. AnMrs. Willard Gott was called to derson had
spent the fall with her
Trenton Saturday by the death of sister
and
had
at York
stopped
her son-in-law. George Haynes.
She Beach dm her
way home to visit her
was
her
two daughter. Mrs. T. E.
accompanied
by
Darke, when
grandsons.
she was sent for again.
Mrs. Martha Gray, who has been
Dec. 22
W.
very ill, is out again.
_
Miss Ruth Simpson, who has been
Franklin.
attending high school here, has gone
Miss Leona DeBeck is home from
to her home at South Rluehiil for
U. of M. and Walter Blaisdell from
the holidays.
Bates college.
Mr. Young, principal of the high
Mr. t'nderhlll of Chester. N. H.,
school, is spending the holidays at
visited his son. Dr. Charles S. Underhis home in Wlnterport.
hill, last week.
Stephen E. McFarland died at
There will be a Christmas concert
Eastern Maine
hospital at Bangor and tree at the Methodist church
Monday evening.at the ageot sixty- Wednesday
evening.
one years.
He went there less than
Citizens of Franklin are holding
a week before.
He rallied from the
but
bis heart was too weekly meetings at town hall on
operation,
weak,and he passed away early in Monday nights. This is a new orof men in town who want
the evening of Dec. 15.
Mr. Mc- ganization
Farlandwas a farmer, having lived to “put Franklin on the map.'' Knowin this town ail his life with the ex- ing the possibilities with the natural
ception of a few years spent at resources, they are anxious to devise
and means to get industries
Webster
City, Iowa. He was the ways
twelfth master of Naskeag lodge, F. started to utilize the water power.
and M., and had served several years Fast Franklin tide water affords a
good opportunity for a manufacturas its
treasurer.
He
was also a
member of Lookout chapter O. E. S.. ing plant.
B.
Dec. 22.
and a charter member of Brooklin
-olodge. I. O. O. F., and Center Harbor
Rebekah lodge.
He had served sevlOilO War Savings Stamps.
eral years on the board of assessors.
Anew series of war savings stamps
Mr.
McFarland
was a man whom
will be ready for distribution to the
everyone was glad to know, and a
These will be
friend to all, and a man of sterling public on January 1.
called
the 1920 series.
They will be
character.
He
|
was ever
to
ready
1919
help every enterprise for the good of somewhat larger than the
the town and his death has left a stamps, will be carmine in color, and
will carry a portrait of George Washvoid that will be hard to fill,
y Since
The thrift stamps will rethe death
of his
daughter, Mrs. ington.
Certificates for
Gertrude Nichols, two and one-half main as before.
$100 and $1,000 will be in circulayears ago, he had been the same
tion at the same prices as the 1919
as a father to her three small chil1>
dren.
He leaves a widow,who was series, but maturing on January
Miss Lizzie Allen of this place, also 1925, instead of 1924.
dealPeople are warned to have no
one daughter,Mrs. Russell
Morgrage,
offer
and three sisters,Mrs. Mary J. Young ings with strangers who either
to
buy their present stamps or to sell
Bray and Mrs. Emma Holden of this
All purchases of
of Webster City, Iowa, Mrs. Phebe them loose stamps.
from the
place.
Services were held at the stamps should be made
have the
Baptist church Thursday afternoon. official agencies, all of whom
the
Rev. Chester Smith of Penobscot I agency certificates issued by
Speculators
officiating. The burial service was treasury department.
and confidence men who approach
under Brooklin lodge, I. O. O. F.
with
owners of war savings stamps
John J. Bridges died at his home the story that they are worthless, or
early Wednesday morning, at the that they will be worthless after the
age of eighty-three years.
Although first of the year, are, of course, suhMr. Bridges had been failing in i
ject to prosecution.
health several years, the end came
suddenly and peacefully, after a long
North Franklin.
and useful life.
He was one of the
first members of Naskeag lodge, F.
Miss Vida Cousins has returned
and A. M., having joined in the year from a yisit in Holden.
«
1873.
He was a member of the
Mrs. Sarah Carle died last week
Baptist church over forty years, a the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred A
member of Minnewaukon chapter of
bona
bott, where she had made her
Sedgwick, and a charter member of some years. She was a dear o
Brooklin lodge, I. O. O. F., and Cenin
lady, and will be much missed,
ter Harbor Rebekah lodge
The Do
In all home and neighborhood.
these societies he was an honored
form
her
was taken to Brownville.
member, and as long as his health home, for interment.
permitted, a faithful attendant. He
Dec. 22.
never was known to turn away a
person in sorrow or distress, and
When Honey Bees Will Stinfl.
many have been the kind deeds done
offen
Mr. Bridges was a merchant
by him.
Dark colors seem to be more
for about thirty-two years, and “Unthe' *>e^‘
ve to bees thun light, and
sb w
cle John’s" smiling face and genial
dressed in dark garments should
laugh have cheered many a school- more caution when handling these
boy on his way to school.
He will
ure
ful Insects. Offensive odors
not only be greatly missed by his
and the P
family, but by a large circle of objectionable to them,
recently returning from working “
friends.
He was the last of a large
has
family. Mr. Bridges was married stable or whose perspiration
a
twice, his first wife, Miss Henrietta tinct odor should show some
around
Closson of Bluehill, dying in 1894.
tlon in making himself familiar
His second wife was Miss Neva Her- the beehive.—ClintonviUe uazette.
rick of this town, who survives him.
„„
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